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0  Quick Reference Guide 
 

The quick reference guide provides a high level sequence overview to the process of installing a 

Connex CS system and milestone checklist to measure progress. Complete details can be 

referenced within this document as needed. 

Overall Sequence 
1. Unbox, inventory, and stage all equipment. 

2. Install Connex server hardware (if applicable) first. 

a. Alternately, provide the virtual Connex server appliance (USB flash drive media) to 

the customer for installation on their virtual server (if applicable). Appendix I “Virtual 

Connex Server Field Installation” provides an overview of the virtual server 

installation process. 

b. Import Corepoint configuration file / configure inbound & outbound HL7 connections 

(if applicable). 

c. Establish TeamViewer remote access to Connex server to minimize time in the data 

center. 

3. Install Central Station(s). 

4. Install Warm Spare station (if applicable). 

5. Confirm basic system operation. 

6. Install a Repeater Display (if applicable). 

7. Perform other configuration changes (if needed). 

a. Import configuration file for custom data (if needed). 

b. Configure Alarm Gateway Service (if needed). 

c. Configure device clinician authentication (if needed). 

8. Export (backup) system configuration when changes are complete. 

9. Verify system (Central Stations, Warm Spare, Connex server, and Device communication). 

10. Repeat steps 1 to 9 for a Test Network, including Test Connex server and Test Central 

Station (as applicable). 

11. Perform customer admin training with technical team (Biomed, IT, etc.). 
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Install Connex Server  

  

Milestone Checklist 

The following table includes some high-level milestones when installing a hardware Connex 

server and may be used as a checklist to assist in tracking progress. 

 

Complet

e? 

 

Task 

No. 

Milestone Applies to 

virtual Connex 

Server 

installation? 

 
 

Install slide rails into 4 post equipment cabinet/rack. 

OR 
Install shelf mount into 2 post equipment rack (if applicable. 

No. Skip this 

step. 

 
 

Install server into slide rails. 
OR 
Install server onto shelf mount (if applicable). 

No. Skip this 

step. 

 
 

Connect USB keyboard and mouse. 
OR 
Connect customer provided terminal/KVM cabling (If applicable). 

No. Skip this 

step. 

 
 

Connect network cables. 
Note: LAN #1 designated for comms with Connex CS systems and patient 
monitors. 
Note: LAN #2 designated for comms with facility EMR application (if 
applicable). 

No. Skip this 

step. 

 
 

Connect video cable to a temporary display OR connect customer provided 
terminal/KVM cabling (if applicable). 
Connect power to all components and turn on. 

No. Skip this 

step. 

 
 

Provide media containing the Virtual Connex server to IT staff for installation (if 
applicable). 
Work with IT staff to start the Connex server at the end of installation. 

Yes. 

 
 

Confirm boot and startup sequence of Connex server (hardware or virtual). 
Confirm basic server operation. 
Confirm TeamViewer access. 

Yes. 

 
 

Import customer specific NIX file and configure customer connections (if 
applicable). 
Confirm status of Corepoint connections: (Inbound ADT/Outbound confirmed 
ORU/Outbound unconfirmed ORU). 

Yes. 

 
 

Complete installation of all Central Stations and Warm Spare station (if 
applicable). 
Refer to Connex CS Central Station Install Guide for instructions. 

Yes. 

 
 

Update configuration as needed. 
Note: A reboot is required when adding licenses, updating Covered 
Areas, updating the Master Bed List, or updating NRS settings. 
Export (backup) configuration and users file. 

Yes. 

 
 

Complete all tests as applicable to verify the Connex server installation. 
Refer to the Connex CS Install Verification Guide for instructions. 

Yes. 
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1  Introduction 
 

About this manual 
This Connex CS Server Install Guide provides information needed to plan and perform the 

installation of the Connex server and it’s peripheral components. The Connex server is an 

accessory to the Connex CS Central Station. This information describes how to: 

 Plan and stage the hardware Connex server 

 Install and configure the Connex server (hardware or virtual) 

 Confirm basic proper system operation 

 Perform configuration of the Connex server to customize the environment per need. 

Scope 
This guide includes information for installing the Connex server, hardware or virtual, and 

applicable peripheral equipment including: 

 Keyboard / Mouse 

 Video Display 

 Laser Printer 

For installing other items not mentioned above, including the Connex CS Central Station 

equipment, refer to Related Documents. 

Responsibilities 
The processes described herein are to be completed by an authorized Welch Allyn representative 

or qualified service agent responsible for the central station. 

Familiarity with Windows operating system is assumed. Windows experience assumes familiarity 

with basic commands, navigating directories, editing files, modify or restore the database. 

Welch Allyn Service Engineering is responsible for the creation and maintenance of this 

document. 
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Related Documents 

Document 
Number 

Document Title 

20012793 Connex CS Central Station Install Guide 

20012800 Connex CS Install Verification Guide 

80017306 Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form 

80018045 
 
80018210 

Connex CS Pre-Install Checklist 
 
Connex CS Central Station & Server Admin Guide 

 

Symbols used in this manual 

 
WARNING Warning statements identify conditions or practices that could result in 

personal injury. 

 

 
CAUTION Caution statements identify conditions or practices that could result in 

damage to the equipment or property. 

 

Note Notes provide additional important information. The content of the note may not 

be contained elsewhere in the document. 

Required Equipment 
If installing a hardware server, the person performing this installation should have the following 

tools and supplies; 

 One pair of 5 inch (12.7 cm) diagonal cutting pliers, electronic, narrow jaw for cable dressing 

as needed. 

 One #2 Phillips Screwdriver, for mounting Server in equipment rack as required. 

 Approximately 10 each 8 inch (20 cm) nylon cable ties or equivalent for cable dressing as 

needed. 

 Approximately 10 each 15 inch (38 cm) nylon cable ties or equivalent for cable dressing as 

needed. 

Quantities shown above are typical. The actual install project may consume more or less 

depending on size or complexity.  
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Definitions 

AGS Alarm Gateway Service, a licensable feature which provides alarm 

messages in a data stream to a 3rd party system. 

BMC Baseboard Management Console, a console that runs on the server 

which provides autonomous monitoring and recovery of critical server 

functions.  

BIOS Basic Input / Output System, the boot firmware program that controls 

the server on startup until the operating system takes over. Also 

performs POST functions and error reporting. 

Client-Server A topology in Connex CS with a central station PC (client) and a 

Connex server (hardware or virtual server). In the client-server 

model, data is replicated between the client and the server via the 

Welch Allyn Connex Data Synchronization Service. 

CPU Central Processing Unit, a desktop PC in the case of Connex CS. 

Component A major subassembly of the central station or network (e.g. CPU, 

Video Display, Printer, Ethernet Switch, etc.). 

EMR Electronic Medical Record, the record system maintained by the 

facility with patient information and data, including vital signs. 

ESXi A VMWare virtual environment 

FRUSDR Field Replaceable Unit / Sensor Data Record, contains a hardware 

list that is used by the BMC in monitoring and managing server 

health. 

HDD Hard Disk Drive, the internal media which contains the operating 

system along with all software required to run the server and installed 

applications 

HIS Hospital Information System, the network in use by the facility that 

supports network communication with various systems and devices, 

including Connex CS central station, Connex server, and devices. 

Installation The on-site process for installing the hardware or virtual server, 

network infrastructure, and system configuration at the customer’s 

location of business. 

LAN Local Area Network, a network of computers connected together in a 

local environment. Typical communication includes standard Ethernet 

protocols. 

PDR Project Data Repository, an electronic archive of content for a 

customer specific project, from pre-sales to installation phases. 

Examples of documents in the PDR may include the completed forms 

of the Connex CS Customer Project Req Form, Pre-Install 

Checklists, Statement of Work documents, etc. 

POST Power On Self Test - An integrity check within the CPU and/or device 

to ensure that all expected components are present and working (e.g. 

memory tests). 

RMM4 Remote Management Module 4, an out-of-band management 

interface included with the hardware server which provides access 

via the network to remotely manage and control the server 

independent of MS Windows Server operating system. Also see BMC 

for related information. 
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Upgrade On-site service activity to enhance or add functionality to a device or 

system. An upgrade can be accomplished with changes to hardware, 

software, configuration, or combinations of all three. 

UPS Uninterruptable Power Supply, a unit which provides battery back-up 

power for connected devices. 

Virtual Connex Server A server instance which has been virtualized to an appliance form 

(includes Operating System, Connex Applications, and Database) 

and installed within the customer’s Virtual Server environment. 
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2  Overview and Planning 
 

Overview 
The Connex Central Monitoring Station (central station) is intended to be use by clinicians for the 

central monitoring of neonatal, pediatric, and adult patients in health care facilities. 

In addition to the central monitoring of patient data, alarms and alerts, the Connex software can 

include optional modules to provide extended recording of patient data, including full disclosure. 

The Connex CS system consists of a central station that receives and displays information from 

connected devices. In this configuration, continuous and episodic devices communicate over the 

network to the central station. The central station contains all of the software needed to monitor 

patients’ continuous parameters and episodic data on a single computer.  

The central station also monitors connected continuous devices for proper operation, and 

displays an alarm if a continuous monitor stops working or is improperly disconnected.  

Multiple central stations may be installed in a shared environment with a server, hardware or 

virtual based, providing a central data repository for all information. In addition, the server may 

also be used to support integration with the facilities HIS to share patient information and data. 

A high-level topology with multiple central stations and a server is shown in Figure 2-1: “Multiple 

Connex CS conceptual model” below. Although all devices are shown with wireless 

communication, a wired-networking model may also be use. 
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Figure 2-1: Multiple Connex CS conceptual model 

 

 

Planning for the Install 
To install the server and peripheral components you will: 

 Verify that the site is ready for the installation 

 Check and stage all hardware components. 

 Set up and install hardware Connex server components (if applicable). 

 Deliver media containing the Virtual Connex server to IT staff for installation to 

customer’s Virtual Server (if applicable) 

 Configure Connex server components. 

Depending on the size of the system and the customer readiness, the install could take from 2 to 

4 hours. 

As most central stations and Connex servers are uniquely configured to the customer’s 

requirements, always refer to the accompanying documentation which includes a Connex CS 

Customer Project Req. Form detailing the planned implementation. 

Install system components as described within the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form. 

Note The most current information for a customer specific project will be located in the 

project data repository (PDR). 
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Site Preparation and Inspection 

First locate the equipment and the accompanying documentation package. 

Note The documentation package is typically included in a large envelope within the 

CPU shipping box, and contains important reference information that was used to 

configure systems in the manufacturing process. DO NOT MISPLACE THESE 

DOCUMENTS. Make working copies for reference. 

Confirm that all items have been completed per the Connex CS Pre-Install Checklist, if 

applicable, including installation of all electrical service, data cabling, and fixture installations (e.g. 

4-post equipment rack, etc.). 

The hardware Connex server is designed to be installed within a 4-post equipment rack, and will 

consume 1U of rack space. If space within a 4-post equipment rack is not available, alternate 

mounting solutions can be made using a 2-post equipment rack with a shelf mounting kit. 

Typically it is expected that the hardware Connex server will be installed in a data center type of 

environment, along with other server hardware. These should have all been prepared prior to 

your arrival at the facility. 

1. Locate the assigned network jacks for the hardware Connex server. 

a. Ensure that the distance will be reachable using standard network patch cable lengths of 

five or ten feet. 

2. Locate available AC Power outlets. 

 
WARNING  It is strongly recommended that the hardware Connex server is 

installed with a redundant power source, such as an uninterrupted power supply 

(UPS) capable of supporting at least 500 watts. The facility is responsible to 

provide 100 percent reliable power to all components. The hardware Connex 

server will only work with reliable AC power. 

Equipment Staging and Inspection 

1. All components should have arrived prior to your arrival on-site, however some parts may 

need to be special ordered and shipped while you are installing the system (e.g. special 

cables). Contact the field Project Coordinator, via Welch Allyn technical support as 

necessary. 

2. Visually compare the components received against the Sales Order contained within the 

documentation package to ensure that all of the proper components have arrived. 

3. As you unbox each component, visually inspect for damage which may have been sustained 

during shipment. 

4. Contact the field Project Coordinator, via Welch Allyn technical support as necessary, to 

report damaged or missing components. 

5. Move the following components to the hardware Connex server location (or temporary setup 

location) if applicable: 

 Hardware Connex server 

 Rail kit 

 Keyboard / Mouse 

 Power Cables 
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 Data cables 

6. Provide the media containing the Virtual Connex server to the IT staff of the facility if 

applicable. 

7. For hardware Connex server installations, review Figure 2-2: “Hardware Connex server front 

panel features and connectors”, Figure 2-3: “Hardware Connex server front panel controls”, 

and Figure 2-4: “Hardware Connex server rear panel connectors”. 

8. Familiarize yourself with the location of all features, controls, indicators, and connectors on 

the hardware Connex server. 

Figure 2-2: Hardware Connex server front panel features and connectors 

 

A Rack handles (2) D USB Ports 

B Hard drive bays E Front panel controls 

C Slimline optical drive 
(optional) 

  

 

Figure 2-3: Hardware Connex server front panel controls 

 

 

A Unstuffable ID button with 
ID LED 

F Status / Fault LED 

B NMI Button (recessed) G Power Button with LED 

C LAN1 LED H LAN2 LED 

D LAN3 LED I LAN4 LED 
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E Reset Button J HDD LED 

 

 

Figure 2-4: Hardware Connex server rear panel connectors 
 

 

 

A AC Power inlet (100 - 240 
VAC) 

F PCI Express slot 

B Serial port A G Video connector 

C Service Mgmt network 
interface (BMC) 

H USB Ports 

D NIC 1 Connector 
(10/100/1000 Mb) 

I USB Ports 

E NIC 2 Connector 
(10/100/1000 Mb) 
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3  General Setup 
 

Install Hardware Connex server 
There are several mounting options for mounting the hardware Connex server. The options are 

dependent on which equipment rack type is available at the facility. The typical rack configuration 

is either a four post rack/data cabinet or a two post relay rack. 

Those with four posts or data cabinets should use the slide rails, while the two post relay rack 

must use the shelf mounting option. Consult with the Welch Allyn project manager for your install 

project for assistance if needed. 

Four post rack / data cabinet mounting 

The slide rail kit for the server is compatible with equipment racks that meet the following 

standards. 

 Four post structure (mounting at both front and rear). Two post racks are not compatible. 

 Rack horizontal opening and unit vertical pitch conforming to ANSI/EIA 310-D-1992 or IEC 

60927 standards. 

 Distance between front and rear mounting planes of 610 mm and 915 mm (24 inches to 36 

inches). 

 Clearance depth (to front cabinet door) in front of front rack mounting plane at least 25.4 mm 

(1 inch). 

 Clearance depth (to rear cabinet door) as measured from behind front rack mounting plane at 

least 660 mm (26 inches). 

 Clearance width (between structural supports and cable troughs) between front and rear 

mounting planes at least 451 mm (17.75 inches). 

The maximum recommend server weight for the slide rails is 59 kg (130 pounds). 

See Appendix C “Hardware Server Mounting Solutions” for procedures to install slide rails onto a 

four post rack. 

Two post relay rack mounting 

The shelve mount kit for the server is compatible with two post racks consist of two vertical rails 

that meet the following standards. 

 Clearance width (between structural supports and cable troughs) between front and rear 

mounting planes at least 451 mm (17.75 inches). 

 Clearance depth is variable. The equipment shelve can be configured to mount using a front 

mount, a center mount, or a rear mount configuration.  

 A minimum clearance of 102 mm (4 inches) should be planned beyond the rear server 

chassis to accommodate cables. 
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See Appendix C “Hardware Server Mounting Solutions” for procedures to install shelve mount kit 

into a two post rack. 

General Setup, hardware 
If installing a hardware Connex Server: 

1. Locate a flat panel display for temporary use during setup and configuration. 

a. Optionally connect a customer supplied KVM server to the server. These may exist in 

the data center environment and not require any client software to be installed on the 

server. 

b. Optionally use the BMC / RMM4 management console to connect to the server over the 

network. For additional information, see Appendix E “Connect to Server via BMC Console”. 

2. Connect USB devices as follows: 

a. Connect the keyboard to one of the USB jacks located on the rear of the server. 

b. Connect the mouse to an adjacent USB jack on the rear of the server. 

c. Use a single USB extension cable for each device if required for longer distances. 

Note Only a single USB extension cable may be used for each device. Attaching 2 or 

more USB extension cables in series may result in intermittent problems with 

input type devices. 

3. Connect all network interfaces as follows: 

a. Attach an RJ45 type network cable from the server LAN1 port to the customer 

designated switch jack. In general LAN1 is used for the CS application interface. 

Refer to the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, Section B as needed. 

b. If needed, attach an RJ45 type network cable from the server LAN2 port to the 

customer designated switch jack. In general LAN2 is used for the interfacing with the 

hospital EMR application. Refer to the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, 

Section B as needed. 

c. Attach an RJ45 type network cable from the server MGMT port to the customer 

designated switch jack. The MGMT port is used for the service management and 

remote connections to the BMC and RMM4 console of the server. Refer to the 

Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, Section B as needed. 

4. Connect flat panel display to the server HD15 analog video display connector. The display 

will only be used during setup and configuration and will be removed for normal operation. 

5. Attach the AC power cord to the rear input on the server, and to a customer designated 

power outlet. 

 
WARNING  It is strongly recommended that the hardware Connex server is 

installed with a redundant power source, such as an uninterrupted power supply 

(UPS) capable of supporting at least 500 watts. The facility is responsible to 

provide 100 percent reliable power to all components. The hardware Connex 

server will only work with reliable AC power. 
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4  Connex Server Startup 
 

Before you begin... 
Some additional considerations need to be taken when working in a networked environment. 

Depending on the system configuration from manufacturing, a system may be configured as a 

networked central station with a shared Connex server, and/or a warm spare station. The station 

behavior at startup differs based on the configuration. 

Networked environment (Client / Server) considerations 

In the networked environment, where there is a Connex server, hardware or virtual, it is preferred 

that the Connex server be started first. The Connex server hosts the main database that all 

central stations attempt to synchronize with on startup, using the Welch Allyn Connex Data 

Synchronization Service. 

A central station configured as part of a network (client-server) model will start up with the central 

station application and run by itself, but may take much longer during the startup process if the 

Connex server is unreachable. The central station may also be running in a degraded mode until 

the Connex server is brought online (e.g. ADT services may not be available). Refer to the 

Connex CS Central Station Install Guide for additional information and startup behavior for a 

central station system. 

Warm Spare station considerations 

A Warm Spare is part of a network environment, with a Connex sever as well. It is preferred that 

the Connex server, hardware or virtual, be started first. Central stations, including a warm spare 

should be started after the Connex server is running. Refer to the Connex CS Central Station 

Install Guide for additional information and startup behavior for a Warm Spare system. 
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Server boot up screens 

If installing a Virtual Connex server, skip ahead to Step 8 at Windows Server startup. 

If installing a hardware Connex server, follow all steps below. 

1. Press the power button on the right side front bezel control panel of the server to start the 

computer. 

Note Internal fans in the server may run at full speed during the boot up process. This 

is normal and expected operation. 

2. During normal startup, the server displays a number of boot up screens. The screen remains 

blank for about 15 - 20 seconds, after which the Embedded RAID Controller startup screen 

appears. An example is shown in Figure 4-1: “Boot up screen with Embedded Server RAID 

startup”. 

Figure 4-1: Boot up screen with Embedded Server RAID startup 

 

3. The screen above remains for about 20 seconds, and is then updated with the current state 

RAID information.  

4. For normal operation, RAID screens present at least 2 drives present in port 0 and 1. In the 

example shown in Figure 4-2: “Embedded Server RAID with status display” both port 0 and 1 

are populated with drives reporting is size as about 953 GB. 

5. The Virtual drive is configured as Online. This is the normal state. 

Note A virtual drive being reported with a status of Degraded indicates a potential 

problem with one of the hard disk drive. Contact Welch Allyn technical support for 

additional assistance. 
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Figure 4-2: Embedded Server RAID with status display 

6. After approximately 7 seconds, the display updates to the Intel Server Board screen. An 

example is shown in Figure 4-3: “System startup display with blue Intel logo”. 

Figure 4-3: System startup display with blue Intel logo 

7. Do not press any keys unless entering maintenance modes. 

8. After a short pause, the display updates and the Windows Server 2008 operating system 

begins to load. The animated Microsoft logo appears. 
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9. Once the operating system startup is complete the administrator login screen appears. 

10. At this point, the startup process is technically complete. However, it’s important to observe 

some additional features as described in “Confirm Connex Server operational state”. 

Confirm Connex Server operational state 
1. Enter the Welch Allyn default user name and password for the server Administration account. 

2. Upon success, the desktop screen is displayed. 

Note If the Microsoft Initial Configuration Tasks window is displayed, click on the “X” 

button to close. 

On the desktop, double-click on . The Connex CS Admin Tools function launches. 

a. If the icon is not present, go to Start > All Programs > Welch Allyn > Connex > Admin 

Tools Launcher > (version number) to locate the program. Right-click on Welch Allyn 

Admin Tools Launcher and select Send to > Desktop (create shortcut) to send a 

shortcut to the desktop. 

3. The Connex CS Administrator Tools window appears. This is similar to the Settings > Admin 

tools tab window on the central station. An example is shown below in Figure 4-4: 

“Administrator Tools startup window”. 

Figure 4-4: Administrator Tools startup window 
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4. Click on Settings > Connections. The Services windows displays the state of all of the core 

services running which make up the Connex Server application. An example is shown below 

in Figure 4-5: “Administrator Tools setting connections window”. 

5. A green state means that the service is currently running normally. 

6. A red state means that the service is currently not running in a normal state or has stopped. 

Figure 4-5: Administrator Tools setting connections window 

 

To restart services: 

Some services are dependent on others being started first. 

1. If services need to be started, proceed by clicking on the Restart button in the following 

sequence: 

 Client Services 

 License Service 

 Enterprise Gateway service 

 Episodic Connectivity Service 

 Alarm Gateway Service 

 ADT Task Scheduler Service 

 Network Rendezvous Service 

 Process Monitor Service. 

2. The Services present in the working window depend on the features and licenses purchased. 
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Note Some Services may not be present on previous versions of Connex CS. 

3. If one or more services cannot be restarted successfully, refer to Appendix A 

“Troubleshooting” for additional information. 

Confirm communication with central stations 
Note Before proceeding with this section, go to the Connex CS Central Station 

Installation Guide to complete installation tasks for all central stations. 

This section assumes that all central stations have also been installed. Proceed with work to 

complete Central Station installation before performing work in this section. Refer to the Connex 

CS Central Station Install Guide as needed. 

1. Ensure that all central stations have been installed and are reachable on the network. 

2. On the Connex Server, open a command tool and ping each host by its assigned IP address. 

Refer to the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, Section B information as needed. 

3. On the server, open the Admin Tools again. 

4. Navigate to Settings > License > Pool Configuration to view the Covered Area central 

stations and their respective licensing allocations. An example is shown below in Figure 4-6: 

“Administrator Tools license pool configuration window”. 

Figure 4-6: Administrator Tools license pool configuration window 

 

5. Confirm that all central stations installed on the network have a column present with the Covered 

Area name displaying in the Per Covered Area Licenses window. 

a. In the above example, there are two Covered Areas shown, 6 South and 4 South. 

b. Licenses are allocated to both Covered Areas but with differing quantities. 
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5  HL7 Interface Configuration 
There steps are only applicable for systems with HL7 messaging options, including ADT or ORU 

interfaces. 

 
Caution  When making configuration changes for HL7, always refer to the 

accompanying customer requirements documents, section D. Consult with the 

Welch Allyn Project Manager and/or Applications Engineers as needed. 

 Caution  Changes to a live network should always be done with care as system 

outages may occur. Consult with the facility clinical and IT informatics 

representatives in planning for changes. 

Confirm Connex CS Admin tools configuration 

1. On the desktop, double-click on  . The Connex CS Admin Tools function launches. 

a. If the icon is not present, go to Start > All Programs > Welch Allyn > Connex > Admin 

Tools Launcher > (version number) to locate the program. 

b. Right-click on Welch Allyn Admin Tools Launcher and select Send to > Desktop 

(create shortcut) to send a shortcut to the desktop. 

2. Click on Settings > HL7 > ADT Configuration. The ADT inbound configuration windows 

appears. An example is shown in Figure 5-1: “Administrator Tools HL7 ADT configuration 

window”. 

3. Ensure that Enable ADT inbound workflow is checked. Do not change the ADT connector 

port number unless specifically instructed by Welch Allyn Applications Engineering. 

Note As the ADT connector port refers an internal port number used between the 

Welch Allyn Enterprise Gateway Service (EGS) and Corepoint application, this 

generally should never be changed. 

4. If changes are made, select Save when complete. 
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Figure 5-1: Administrator Tools HL7 ADT configuration window 

 

5. If the site is configured to support continuous outbound ORU data, from the Admin Tools, 

select HL7 > Continuous Measurement Configuration. See Figure 5-2: “Administrator 

Tools HL7 continuous measurement configuration window” for an example. 

Figure 5-2: Administrator Tools HL7 continuous measurement configuration window 
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6. Refer to the Connex CS Customer Requirements Document, Appendix D1 and make 

adjustments if needed. 

7. If changes are made in this window, select Save when complete. 

8. Select Vitals Configuration to configure episodic outbound ORU data. See Figure 5-3: 

“Administrator Tools HL7 vitals configuration window” for an example. 

Figure 5-3: Administrator Tools HL7 vitals configuration window 

 

9. Ensure that Enable vitals outbound workflow is checked. If needed, change the Episodic 

connector port number. 

Note As the Episodic connector port refers an internal port number used between the 

Welch Allyn Enterprise Gateway Service (EGS) and Corepoint application, this 

generally should never be changed. 

10. The HL7 engine IP address is the IP address of the Connex server’s interface which 

communicates with the facilities HIS / EMR application. Refer to the Connex CS Customer 

Project Req. Form, Section D document as needed for this information. 

11. Configure additional settings and parameters for the Vitals outbound configuration as 

needed, again referring to the document Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, 

Appendix D1 for the project. 

12. If changes are made in this window, select Save when complete. 

Importing a customer specific Corepoint NIX file 
A majority of the configuration for Corepoint will be completed by a Welch Allyn Applications 

Engineer. One of the major outputs of the process is an custom NIX file, which contains site 

specific interface configuration rules and settings for a specific customer or site. 
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To import the customer specific Corepoint NIX file: 

1. Download the NIX file from the Welch Allyn project data repository (PDR). Consult with the 

project manager and/or applications engineer if needed. 

2. Collect a copy of the NIX file and transfer to the desktop of the Connex server. 

3. Launch the Corepoint Configuration Tool. Go to Start > Programs > Corepoint Health > 

Corepoint Integration Engine > Configuration to start the configuration tool console. 

4. Log in with the administrator user name and password. Upon success, the main configuration 

tool appears, see Figure 5-4: “Corepoint configuration tool main window” for an example. 

Figure 5-4: Corepoint configuration tool main window 

 

5. Click on File > Import. Browse to and select the target file name and select Open. See an 

example below in Figure 5-5: “Browse to a file example window”. 
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Figure 5-5: Browse to a file example window 

 

6. The package information page appears. The package contents displays what files are 

Different, and what are Identical. An example is shown below in Figure 5-6: “Import selected 

components window example”. Identical items will not be imported. 

Note In some cases it may be desirable to deselect certain items that are already 

configured for the customer specific environment, so as not to be overwritten. 

Consider deselecting “datapoint”, Connections” and “users” that are not the 

same on this system. 
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Figure 5-6: Import selected components window example 

 

7. At the bottom of the window, select Import. The confirm file replacement window appears. An 

example is shown in Figure 5-7: “Confirm replace file window example” below. 

8. Click Yes to all.  

Figure 5-7: Confirm replace file window example 

 

9. The Import File window updates to display how many objects were selected and imported. An 

example status output is shown in Figure 5-8: “Import file status window example”  which 

includes information on the objects imported. 
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Figure 5-8: Import file status window example 

 

10. Click OK to complete the import of the NIX file.  

Commit and activate NIX file changes 

1. Near the bottom of the Corepoint administration console window, click on the Workspace 

Changes* tab. An example is shown below in Figure 5-9: “Workspace changes tab example”. 

Figure 5-9: Workspace changes tab example 

 

2. On the tool bar at the top of the right-side window, click on Commit All. See Figure 5-10: 

“Commit all changes window example” below. 

Figure 5-10: Commit all changes window example 

 

3. The Commit Changes window appears, see Figure 5-11: “Commit changes comments 

window example” for an example. 
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Figure 5-11: Commit changes comments window example 

 

 

4. Add text to the Comments section briefly describing the changes being applied, as shown above in 

Figure 5-11: “Commit changes comments window example”. 

5. When complete, click on Commit and Activate at the bottom of the window. The Start/ Connections 

window appears. See Figure 5-12: “Start/ connections window example” 
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Figure 5-12: Start/ connections window example 

 

6. Click OK to all connections and finish the activation process 

Configure IP address and ports for EMR connections 

Depending on the features ordered and customer EMR applications, up to 3 connections may 

require configuration to communicate properly. 

 
Caution Only make changes to the connections as instructed below. 

1. In the Corepoint administration console window click on the + next to Connections. The 

connections menu expands. An example is shown below in Figure 5-13: “Objects view 

connections menu expanded example”. 

Figure 5-13: Objects view connections menu expanded example 
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To configure the ADT inbound connection: 

1. Double-click on the WA_ADT_IB connection. The edit connection window appears. An 

example is show below in Figure 5-14: “Edit ADT IB connection window example”. 

Figure 5-14: Edit ADT IB connection window example 

 

2. Double-click on the line beginning with TCP/IP. The TCP/IP Configuration window appears, 

an example is shown below in Figure 5-15: “ADT inbound TCP/IP Configuration window 

example”. 

Figure 5-15: ADT inbound TCP/IP Configuration window example 

 
 

3. Make changes to the basic configuration for the Server Port number as needed. Refer to the 

Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, Section D for input to these fields. 

 
Caution Do not make changes to the Client or Server radio buttons in the Basic 

Configuration area. These settings are configured per need by the Welch Allyn 

Applications Engineer. 

4. Click OK when changes are complete. 
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5. In the edit receiver connection window, click on the  button in the upper-left corner. 

6. Select the Save and Close option to save all changes. The edit window closes. 

Figure 5-16: Save changes window example 

 

To configure the ORU outbound data connections: 

1. Double-click on the WA_ORU_OB_CONFIRMED connection. The edit connection window 

appears.  

2. Double-click on the line beginning with TCP/IP. The TCP/IP Configuration window appears, 

an example is shown below in Figure 5-17: “ORU outbound data TCP/IP Configuration 

window example”. 

Figure 5-17: ORU outbound data TCP/IP Configuration window example 
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3. Make changes to the basic configuration for Server name / address (IP address) and Server 

Port number as needed. Refer to the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, Section D 

for input to these fields. 

 
Caution Do not make changes to the Client or Server radio buttons in the Basic 

Configuration area. These settings are configured per need by the Welch Allyn 

Applications Engineer. 

4. Click OK when changes are complete. 

5. In the edit receiver connection window, click on the  button in the upper-left corner. 

6. Select the Save and Close option to save all changes and close the edit window. 

Figure 5-18: Save changes window example 

 

7. Repeat steps 1 - 6 for the WA_ORU_OB_UNCONFIRMED connection as needed. 

 Restart connections after changes 

1. Near the bottom of the Corepoint administration console window, click on the Workspace 

Changes* tab. An example is shown below in Figure 5-19: “Workspace changes tab 

example”. 

Figure 5-19: Workspace changes tab example 

 

2. On the tool bar at the top of the right-side window, click on Commit All. See Figure 5-20: 

“Commit all changes window example” below. 
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Figure 5-20: Commit all changes window example 

 

3. The Commit Changes window appears, see Figure 5-21: “Commit changes comments 

window example” for an example. 

Figure 5-21: Commit changes comments window example 

 

4. Add text to the Comments section briefly describing the changes being applied. 

5. When complete, click on Commit and Activate at the bottom of the window. The Start/ 

Connections window appears. See Figure 5-22: “Start/ connections window example”. 
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Figure 5-22: Start/ connections window example 

 

6. Click OK to all connections and finish the process. 
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 Corepoint service 
In some cases the entire Corepoint service may need to be restarted also. Open the Corepoint 

Administration tool, which opens in an Internet Explorer browser session. 

To Corepoint service: 

 

1. Click the Stop button   in the bottom section of the screen. 

2. Click Yes to confirm stopping the service when prompted. 

Figure 5-23: Confirm stopping the Corepoint service 

 

3. Click the Start button in the center of the window to the Corepoint Integration Engine Service. 

See Figure 5-24 for an example. 

Figure 5-24: Start button to Corepoint 
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Confirm communication with EMR 
If the server is configured for interface with the facility’s EMR application, via HL7 messaging, 

perform these checks. Refer to the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form and sales order 

for confirmation purchase of HL7 messaging options for ADT inbound and ORU outbound 

workflows. 

To launch the Corepoint Administration console: 

1. Go to Start > Programs > Corepoint Health > Corepoint Integration Engine > 

Administration to start the administration console within an Internet Explorer browser 

window. 

2. Log in with the administrator user name and password. 

3. Click on Connections tab near the top left of the window to view current connection states. 

An example is shown below in Figure 5-25: “Corepoint administration console connections 

initial view”. 

Figure 5-25: Corepoint administration console connections initial view 

 

4. Some simple view changes may provide a simpler way to view connection data. 

a. The typical view displays connections in terms of grouping. As the application is only 

being used with Connex, the grouping view contains additional information which is not 

needed. 

b. In the drop down menu next to Grouping, select the option for No Groups. 

c. Click on in the upper right corner to customize the columns to view. A drop down 

menu appears. 

d. Items selected for view have a ✓ next to them are selected for inclusion in the view. 

e. Use the drop down menu and select Backlog to remove. 

f. Use the drop down menu and select Peer and Port to add. 
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g. An updated view example is shown in Figure 5-26: “Corepoint administration console 

connections updated view” below. 

h. The next time the administration console is accessed, it will retain the last know view. 

Figure 5-26: Corepoint administration console connections updated view 

 

5. Observe the items in the first column, Connection Name. 

6. The color of a connection indicates its current state. A summary of some common states are 

shown in Table 5-1: “Connection states” below. 

Table 5-1: Connection states 

 

 

 
Connected 

 

 

 
In the process of connecting 

 

 

 
Not connected 

 

 

 
Stopped, in the process of stopping, or restarting 

 

 

 
Waiting on an acknowledgement (ACK) 
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7. A new connection will remain in a yellow state until data is received from the connection. 

8. Connection names are related to the functions they serve. An example general list is 

described in Table 5-2: “Connection names and functions”. 

Table 5-2: Connection names and functions 

WA_ADT_IB Inbound ADT between facility HIS and Corepoint (External) 

WA_ADT_OB Outbound ADT data between Corepoint and Connex server (Internal) 

WA_ORU_IB_CONTINU
OUS1 

Inbound Continuous ORU data between Central Station 1 and Connex 
server (Internal) 

WA_ORU_IB_CONTINU
OUS2 

Inbound Continuous ORU data between Central Station 2 and Connex 
server (Internal) 

WA_ORU_IB_EPISODIC Inbound Episodic ORU data between Connex server and Corepoint 
(Internal) 

WA_ORU_OB_UNCONF
IRMED 

Outbound ORU unconfirmed data between Corepoint and facility HIS 
(External) 

WA_ORU_OB_CONFIR
MED 

Outbound ORU confirmed data between Corepoint and facility HIS 
(External) 

 

9. In the above example, the connections for WA_ADT_IB and the WA _ADT_OB are both 

green or connected. This is the minimum state that should be present for ADT connections. 

a. The WA_ADT_IB connection may be shown in yellow if an interface between Corepoint 

and the facility HIS has not been established. 

Note Though not illustrated in the Figures 5-25 and 5-26 above, each Central Station 

configured for ORU data consumes an additional connection. For example if there 

are 3 Central Stations, there would also be 3 connections present, named as 

WA_ORU_IB_CONTINUOUS1, 2, and 3 respectively. 
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6  General Connex CS 
Configuration 

Some additional configuration of the Connex sever may be required if there is an Alarm Gateway 

Service interface. 

Configure alarm gateway on server 
This section is only applicable to systems which are configured and licensed for the Alarm 

Gateway Service (AGS) interface with a Connex server. In the client / server environment, 

configuration of the AGS takes place on both the central station (client) and the Connex Server.  

1. On the desktop, double-click on . The Connex CS Admin Tools function launches. 

a. If the icon is not present, go to Start > All Programs > Welch Allyn > Connex > Admin 

Tools Launcher > (version number) to locate the program. 

b. Right-click on Welch Allyn Admin Tools Launcher and select Send to > Desktop 

(create shortcut) to send a shortcut to the desktop. 

2. Click on Alarm Gateway > Input / Output < Server Name>. The Edit settings window 

appears for the server. An example is shown in Figure 6-1: “Alarm gateway input / output 

configuration window example”. 
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Figure 6-1: Alarm gateway input / output configuration window example 

 

Configure AGS Input / Output connections 

1. Refer to the Input configuration area first. 

a. Confirm that AGS Inputs is checked. 

b. Confirm that CCS Inputs is not checked for the Connex server. 

Note CCS Inputs is typically used with a central station, not the Connex server. 

c. Additionally confirm that covered areas are listed per the network configuration. Refer to 

the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, Appendix B1 and B2 as needed. 

d. Confirm that required covered areas are set to Enabled. Use the drop-down arrow to 

change the state if necessary. 

2. Review settings in the Output configuration area next. 

a. Confirm that the Output type is set to IHE ACM. Use the drop-down arrow to change the 

type if necessary. 

Note The output type AGS is used on the central station, not the Connex server. 

b. Confirm the IP address and Port number of the facilities Alarm Server is properly listed in 

the output fields. Refer to the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, Appendix B1 

as needed. 

3. If any changes are made to settings, select Save when complete. 
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Configure AGS Priority filter 

1. Navigate to the menu Alarm Gateway > Priority Filter. The minimum alarm priority filter 

configuration window appears. 

Figure 6-2: Alarm gateway priority filter window example 

 

2. Confirm settings for All covered areas match those desired by the facility. Refer to the 

Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form as needed. 

3. Use the drop-down arrow to view available settings and change values if needed. 

Figure 6-3: Alarm gateway priority filter drop-down menu window example 
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4. Confirm settings for individual covered areas. 

a. By default, each covered area will inherit the global setting applied to all covered areas. 

b. In some situations, an individual covered area may require different settings from the 

default value. Refer to the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form as needed for 

additional input data. 

5. Click Save if changes were made to the configuration. 

Configure Clinician Authentication 
Authentication type can be selected and configured using the Connex Admin tools. Launch Admin 

tools and select Settings > Device Clinician Authentication. 

Figure 6-4: “Basic workflow to configure Device Clinician Authentication” contains a basic 

workflow to configure and use this feature. Further details are the provided in the content below. 

Note Once authentication provider configuration is completed. Episodic Connectivity 

Service (ECS) must be restarted for changes to take effect. 

 
Caution In a client-server deployment, all configuration for Device Clinician 

Authentication must take place AT THE SERVER, NOT THE CENTRAL 

STATION. These steps are included for configuration of the Connex sever. 
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Figure 6-4: Basic workflow to configure Device Clinician Authentication 
 

Multiple Security Providers 

The admin tool supports creation of multiple security providers of type ConnexDatabase and 

Microsoft Active Directory service. 

View Clinician Authentication settings 

1. From the Server’s Admin Tools application, navigate to the Admin Tools tab > Device 

Clinician Authentication. An example is shown in below in Figure 6-5: “Device Clinician 

Authentication main screen example”. 
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Figure 6-5: Device Clinician Authentication main screen example 

 

2. The authentication providers area includes a list of providers. 

3. A Provider Name listed with a “check” in the Status column indicates that it is currently in use. 
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Configure for use with Connex Database 

1. Select ConnexDatabase to authenticate against the Connex CS Database This is the default 

setting. See Figure 6-6: “ConnexDatabase default settings example”. 

2. Settings may be modified as described in sections below. 

Figure 6-6: ConnexDatabase default settings example 

 

Configure Clinician Identifier for Connex CS Database 

The list of clinician identifiers are available when authenticating against the Connex CS Database 

are shown below in the table below. 

Table 6-1: Connex CS Database Clinician ID 

fields 

Identifier Meaning 

UserNam
e 

User Account Name in the Connex 
Database 

Id Clinician Identifier 

MiddleNa
me 

User’s middle name 
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To configure clinician identifier settings: 

1. Check the box for each identifier that a clinician could use at the device. 

2. Click on the identifier name to select, and use the Up and Down buttons to indicate the 

relative importance of each clinician identifier. See Figure 6-7: “Check Clinician ID in use, 

Connex CS Database example”. 

3. The security provider will verify in the sequence provided. 

4. The first successful authentication or lookup will be used. 

Figure 6-7: Check Clinician ID in use, Connex CS Database example 

 

Configure Group Membership for Connex CS Database 

A clinician may be required to be a member of a group for successful authentication. When 

groups are configured, a clinician must be a member of at least one group. See Figure 6-8: 

“Configure Group membership details, Connex CS Database example”. 

To configure group membership settings: 

1. Check each group that applies. 

2. Key in additional group names as needed and press the Add button. 

3. Each new group must already exist in the Connex CS database 

Figure 6-8: Configure Group membership details, Connex CS Database example 

 

Configure EMR Identifier for Connex CS Database 

Upon successful authentication or lookup, the security provider returns the configured EMR 

identifier to the device (along with clinician first name and last name). The device sends the EMR 

Identifier with test vitals and outbound ORU messages to the EMR. 

To configure EMR identifier settings: 

1. Select the clinician identifier for use as the EMR Identifier. 

2. The selected Id should be recognizable and valid in the hospital’s EMR. 
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3. If an EMR identifier is not specified, the primary clinician identifier is returned as the EMR ID: 

Username. 

Figure 6-9: EMR Identifier detail, Connex CS Database example 

 

 
Caution Select an EMR ID mapping even though it may not be required by the 

admin tool and verify that the mapped attribute cannot contain a null value or 

blank value. If the specified mapping contains an empty value for an 

authenticated clinician, the Connex CS security provider returns the empty value 

to the device as the EMR ID. An empty EMR ID on the device prevents 

transmission of episodic test records from the device to ECS. 

 

Example: a clinician authenticates at the device with a valid clinician number and 

password. EMR ID is mapped to clinician middle name. But, not all clinicians have 

a middle name. the Connex CS security provider returns an empty EMR ID to the 

device when that clinician authenticates at the device. The uploads will not be 

successfully transmitted to the EMR because the clinician ID is not valid. 

When changes are complete 

 

1. Click on the Save button at the bottom of the working window. 

2. Restart ECS for all changes to take effect. 
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Configure for use with Active Directory 

Add a provider for Active Directory 

1. On the main window, in the “Add provider” area, select ActiveDirectory from the drop-down 

list. An example is shown highlighted below. 

Figure 6-10: Device Clinician Authentication initial screen example 

 

2. Configure Security provider name. 

a. Enter a friendly name which identifies the hospital’s active directory instance. 

b. A name is required since multiple active directory providers may be configured. 

3. Configure Domain IP address. 

a. Enter the IP address of the active directory domain controller. 

b. Do not enter a domain name. An IP address is required. 

c. Refer to the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, Appendix B1 as needed for this 

information. 

4. Configure Active directory user name. 

a. Enter a user name which has privileges for accessing the active directory. 
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b. This is the account name which will be used by the Connex CS system to make the 

connection to the facility’s active directory service. Refer to the Connex CS Customer 

Project Req. Form, Appendix B1 as needed for this information. 

5. Configure Active directory user password 

a. Enter the valid password of the active directory user. 

b. This is the account password which will be used by the Connex CS system to make the 

connection to the facility’s Active Directory service. Refer to the Connex CS Customer 

Project Req. Form, Appendix B1 as needed for this information. 

6. Press the Add button. This verifies that the domain IP address is valid as well as the user 

credential exist in the active directory. 

Note As the Add button forces a check with the customer’s active directory service 

before saving any settings, these steps will not be able to be configured in 

manufacturing prior to shipment. All configuration steps for active directory 

must be completed on-site during the installation process. 

7. Upon success, the added security provider will be available under “Select Authentication 

Providers”. 

8. All other settings can now be configured. 

Note If messages appear during configuration that “Add” function is not being 

accepted, confirm settings listed in the Connex CS Customer Project Req. 

Form, Appendix B1 are input properly. Consult with the facility IT staff to confirm 

settings if problems still persist. 

Configure Clinician identifier with Active Directory 

The default identifiers are available when authenticating against active directory are shown below 

in Figure 6-11: “Configure Clinician identifier details, Active Directory example”. These represent 

active directory attributes which are common to all instances of active directory. 

Figure 6-11: Configure Clinician identifier details, Active Directory example 

 

1. Check each clinician identifier that applies. Refer to the Connex CS Customer Project Req. 

Form, Appendix B1 as needed for input data in these fields. 

2. Click on the Identifier name to select, and use the Up and Down buttons to indicate the 

relative importance of each clinician identifier. 

Note The order matters as the first item which matches in the active directory query will 

be used. 

3. Additional active directory attributes can be specified as described in “Add a Custom active 

directory identifier”. 
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Configure Group membership with Active Directory 

A clinician may be required to be a member of a group for successful authentication. When 

groups are configured, a clinician must be a member of at least one group. See Figure 6-12: 

“Configure Group membership details, Active Directory example”. 

1. Check each group that applies. Refer to the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, 

Appendix B1 as needed for input data in these fields. 

2. Key in additional group names as needed and press the Add button.  

Note Each new group must already exist in the hospital’s Active Directory instance. 

Figure 6-12: Configure Group membership details, Active Directory example 

 

Configure EMR identifier with Active Directory 

Upon successful authentication or lookup, the security provider returns the configured EMR 

identifier to the device (along with clinician first name and last name). The device sends the EMR 

Identifier with test vitals and outbound ORU messages to the EMR. 

1. Select the clinician identifier for use as the EMR identifier. Refer to the Connex CS 

Customer Project Req. Form, Appendix B1 as needed for input data in these fields. 

2. The selected ID should be recognizable and valid in the hospital’s EMR. 

3. If an EMR identifier is not specified, the primary clinician identifier is returned as the EMR ID: 

AccountName as shown in the example below. 
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Figure 6-13: Configure EMR identifier details, Active Directory example 

 

 
Caution Select an EMR ID mapping even though it may not be required by the 

admin tool and verify that the mapped attribute cannot contain a null value or 

blank value. If the specified mapping contains an empty value for an 

authenticated clinician, the active directory security provider returns the user 

account name as the EMR ID. The user account name may not be recognized by 

the EMR as a valid clinician identifier. This will likely cause problems in the EMR 

when episodic tests are uploaded. 

Example: A clinician authenticates at the device with a valid user account name 

and password. EMR ID is mapped to display name. Display name is not required 

in active directory and a clinician may not have a display name. In this case, the 

active directory security provider returns the user account name as the EMR ID 

when that clinician authenticates at the device. The clinician takes many episodic 

tests from many patients and uploads. The uploads will not be successfully 

transmitted to the EMR because the clinician ID is not valid. 

Add a Custom active directory identifier 

There are many user attributes available in active directory (in addition to the defaults above). 

Further, active directory supports creation of custom user attributes. Any of these attributes could 

be used by the hospital for clinician authentication. 

The admin tool supports capture of other attribute and custom attribute usage. See Figure 6-14: 

“Add a Custom active directory example” below. Refer to the Connex CS Customer Project 

Req. Form, Appendix B1 as needed for input data in these fields. 

1. Navigate to the Custom active directory identifier area. 

2. Key-in the attribute’s LDAP display name as defined in active directory. 

3. Key-in a friendly name for the attribute (i.e. Badge Number). 

4. Key-in a description for the attribute. 

5. Press the Add button. Upon successful add, the attribute will be available for selection as a 

clinician identifier as described above. The list above will show the friendly name. 

 
Caution Entries are not verified or validated against the hospital’s active directory 

instance. You must ensure correct spelling of the AD attribute name. Key-in the 

attribute’s LDAP display name as defined in active directory. The spelling must 

match the entry in active directory or authentication and lookup will not be 

successful. 
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Figure 6-14: Add a Custom active directory example 

 

When changes are complete 

1. Click on the Save button at the bottom of the working window. 

2. Restart ECS for all changes to take effect. 

 

Order the security providers 

The admin tool provides the capability to reorder the security providers. 

1. Check the Status box for each identifier to be used. 

2. Click on the Provider Name to select, and use the Up and Down buttons to change its order 

in the list. 

Figure 6-15: Manage order of security providers example 

 

Note The order is important when multiple security providers are configured and 

selected. The first successful authentication or lookup is used. The remaining 

providers in the list are not queried. 

Delete a security provider 

If required, the Admin tool provides the capability to delete a security providers. 

1. Identify the provider to be deleted. 

2. Use the Delete button available in the “Select authentication providers” section. 

 
Caution Do not delete the item associated with “ConnexDatabase”. This is the 

default setting in software and should be left in place. If the facility will not be 

using the ConnexDatabase, uncheck the Status in the “Select authentication 
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providers” area instead. 

Configure auto discharge settings 

The Welch Allyn ADT Task Scheduler Service provides a configurable service that runs 

automatically in the background to assist in managing the Patient List contents and remove old 

entries. 

Note The automatic discharge feature is only applied to patients that are not currently 

being monitored on Connex CS. 

1. From a Central Station, navigate to Settings > Advanced settings (if required) > Admin 

tools > Settings menu, click on Sever.  

2. From Connex Server, launch the Admin Tools launcher > Admin tools tab > Settings 

menu, click on Sever. 

3. The server available settings window appears. An example is shown in below. 

4. Select Edit to make changes. 

Figure 6-16: Automatic discharge settings controls available in Server settings window 

 

 

 

5. There are 3 different areas within auto discharge functions that can be managed, and are 

described in sections below. 
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6. Refer to the Welch Allyn Connex CS Directions for Use, section titled “Automatic 

discharge” for general clinical information about this feature. 

7. Make changes as needed. 

8. Click Save when changes are complete. 

ADT auto discharge settings 

1. Settings starting with “ADTAUTODISCHARGE” controls automatic discharge behavior for 

patients which have received an ADT message. 

Figure 6-17: ADT patients auto discharge related settings 

 

2. The following table describes the function of each setting. 

Table 6-1: ADTAUTODISCHARGE setting functions and default values 

Setting Label Function Default value 

ENABLED Turns Auto Discharge functions on/off for 
patients which have received an ADT 
message. 

TRUE (on) 

EXECUTIONFREQUENCY.MINU
TES 

Controls how often the process runs, in 
MINUTES 

60 

EXECUTIONSEQUENCE Controls the run order between Late ADT 
Matching, Confirmed Auto Discharger, and 
ADT Auto Discharger processes. 

3 (third) 

ACTIVITY.STALEPERIOD.MINUT
ES 

Determines a period of time in MINUTES 
for which no activity has taken place for the 
patient including ADT messages, 
monitoring, test taken, edits to 
demographics or visit data. 

10080 (7 days) 

  

 
Caution Do not change settings for EXECUTION SEQUENCE unless directed by 

Welch Allyn Engineering. 
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Auto discharge settings for confirmed patients 

1. Settings starting with “AUTODISCHARGE” control automatic discharge behavior for 

confirmed patients. 

Figure 6-18: Confirmed patients auto discharge related settings 

 

2. The following table describes the function of each setting. 

Table 6-2: AUTODISCHARGE setting functions and default values 

Setting Label Function Default value 

ENABLED Turns Auto Discharge functions on/off for 
confirmed patients  

TRUE (on) 

EXECUTIONFREQUENCY.MINU
TES 

Controls how often the process runs, in 
MINUTES 

60 

EXECUTIONSEQUENCE Controls the run order between Late ADT 
Matching, Confirmed Auto Discharger, and 
ADT Auto Discharger processes. 

2 (second) 

UNLINKED.STALEPERIOD.MINU
TES 

Determines a period of time in MINUTES 
until automatic discharge of a patient for 
which no activity has taken place for the 
patient including ADT messages, 
Continuous Monitoring, Spot Vitals taken, 
edits to demographics or visit data. 

1440 (24 hours) 

ADTLINKED.STALEPERIOD.DIS
CHARGE. 
MINUTES 

Determines a period of time in MINUTES 
until automatic discharge of a patient after: 
•  receipt of an ADT discharge message, 

and 
•  time of the last Spot Vitals taken or 

Continuous Monitoring sessions ends. 

240 (4 hours) 

ADTLINKED.STALEPERIOD.TRA
NSFER. 
MINUTES 

Determines a period of time in MINUTES 
until automatic discharge of a patient after: 
•  receipt of an ADT transfer message, 

and 
•  time of the last Spot Vitals taken or 

Continuous Monitoring sessions ends. 

720 (12 hours) 

  

 
Caution Do not change settings for EXECUTION SEQUENCE unless directed by 

Welch Allyn Engineering. 
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Late ADT settings 

1. Settings starting with “LATEADT” control automatic discharge behavior for patients which 

have been under Continuous Monitoring or Spot Vitals taken, but the ADT message arrived 

late or after the fact. Some addition settings also control behavior related to late ADT 

settings. 

Figure 6-19: Late ADT auto discharge related settings 

 

2. The table below describes the function of each setting. 

Table 6-3: LATEADT setting related functions and default values 

Setting Label Function Default value 

ENABLED Turns Auto Discharge functions on/off for 

patients which have been under Continuous 

Monitoring or Spot Vitals taken, but the ADT 

message arrived late or after the fact. 

TRUE (on) 

EXECUTIONFREQUENCY.MINUTE

S 

Controls how often the process runs, in 

MINUTES 

2 

EXECUTIONSEQUENCE Controls the run order between Late ADT 

Matching, Confirmed Auto Discharger, and 

ADT Auto Discharger processes. 

1(first) 

INCLUDENULLADMITDATES Turns the null admit inclusion feature on or off.  
When on, late ADT matching includes ADT 
visits with null admit dates in its search criteria. 

FALSE (no) 

PATIENTMATCHINGRULE Determines which matching rule to apply. 

•  1 - if a single match is found, it is used. 

•  2 - if multiple matches are found, try to find 

a covering visit: use the ADT visit whose 

admit date is closest to the confirmed visit 

admit date and whose admit and discharge 

encompass the confirmed visit admit and 

discharge. 

•  3 - If multiple matches are found but a 

covering visit cannot be identified, use the 

best fit visit: use the ADT visit whose admit 

date is closest to the confirmed visits admit 

date 

1 

PATIENTOPENVISIT.TIMEELAPSE

DIN 

MINUTES 

Determines a period of time in MINUTES for 
how far back in history search for a patient 
match. 

1440 (24 hours) 
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Caution Do not change settings for EXECUTION SEQUENCE unless directed by 

Welch Allyn Engineering. 
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7  Final Steps 

Final Steps 
Before placing the any parts of the system (Central Station or Server) into use by clinicians, the 

system installation must be verified. Confirm proper configuration and operation by completing 

steps detailed in the Connex CS Install Verification Guide. See “Related Documents” for 

additional information. 

Backup Connex CS users and configuration 
The Administration Tool has functionality to backup and restore configuration information for the 

system and users. Tasks may be completed at any central station or the Connex server, and only 

needs to be done once for the entire network of central stations and Connex server. 

To backup Connex CS users and configuration information: 

1. Insert a USB flash drive into one of the USB ports on the server front panel. 

2. Start the Administration Tools. 

3. Click on Export data > Settings. An example is shown in Figure 7-1: “Administrator Tools 

export settings users and configuration window”. 

4. Select User Account Settings and Server Configuration Settings. 
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Figure 7-1: Administrator Tools export settings users and configuration window 

 

5. Select Export data. 

6. Navigate to the USB flash drive. Choose a folder location for the backup. 

7. Chose a file name for the saved file. By default, the file will be called 

WAConfigurationSettings.xml, but should be changed to the following format for consistency: 

 Network S/N.config.Country or State.Facility Name.Covered Area.Date 

 An example – CN01087.config.NY.CrouseHospital.AllSystems.2012.08.09.xml 

 

8. Also save a local copy on the system at the following location: 

 C:\ProgramData\Welchallyn\@Config.Backup. 

 

Note Program Data is typically a hidden file. You may need to type location by hand 

into the folder location bar using the keyboard. 

The folder @Config.Backup may not exist if this is a new installation. Create this 

folder as necessary. 

9. Upon success, click OK. 
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Backup Corepoint configuration - create a NIX file 
Create a backup of the current Corepoint configuration which may be needed in the case of a 

replacing the system hardware in the event of failure. 

Note These steps only apply if the Connex server is licensed and configured to support 

HL7 interfaces, including ADT and/or ORU connections.  

1. On the Connex server, go to Start > All Programs > Corepoint Health > Corepoint 

Integration Engine > Configuration to being the configuration tool. 

2. Login in as administrator. The Corepoint Integration Engine Configuration tool appears. 

Figure 7-2: CIE configuration tool main display with navigator window example 

 

3. In the navigator window, locate the Derivatives area on the left side of the window. 

4. Right-click on the root directory /. An example is shown below. 
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Figure 7-3: Right-click on the root to open 

 

5. Click on Export. The export options window appears. 

Figure 7-4: Corepoint export options window 

 

6. Click on the option for Export all derivatives. Then click OK. the progress window appears 

momentarily. 

Figure 7-5: Corepoint export files being prepared 
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7. After a short while, the export selected components window appears. 

Figure 7-6: Corepoint export select components window example 

 

8. Leave all settings in the above window at default, with all items selected. Click OK to 

proceed. The save file window appears. 
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Figure 7-7: Save file window example 

 

9. Click on Desktop to place the backup file directly on the desktop, making the backup easy to 

locate if needed later. 

10. Type a File name for the backup.  

11. Chose a file name for the saved file. Follow the recommended naming schema below to 

maintain consistency: 

 Network S/N.Corepoint.Country or State.Facility Name.Date 

 An example – CN01087.Corepoint.NY.UHS-Wilson.2013.08.08 

 

12. Also save a local copy on the system at the following location: 

 C:\ProgramData\Welchallyn\@Config.Backup. 

Note ProgramData is typically a hidden file. You may need to type location by hand 

into the folder location bar using the keyboard.  

The folder @Config.Backup may not exist if this is a new installation. Create this 

folder as necessary. 

13. Leave the type of file at default, as displayed in the above example (*.nix). Click Save when 

ready. 

14. Confirm the presence of the file as displayed on the desktop. 

Backup Corepoint HL7 License 

1. Open a Windows Explorer window. 
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2. Navigate to C:\Program Files (x86)\Corepoint Health\Corepoint Integration 

Engine\License. 

3. Make a copy of the license file CorepointEngine.lic and place it in backup folder at: 

 

C:\ProgramData\Welchallyn\@Config.Backup. 

 

Disconnect peripherals 
1. Logout of the administrator account before disconnecting peripheral items from the server. 

2. When ready, disconnect the display at a minimum as the display is not needed for general 

operation. 

3. If desired, the keyboard and mouse may also be disconnected and stored elsewhere. These 

items may be needed in future if console operation on the server is required. 
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A  Troubleshooting 
 

The following steps are intended to provide frontline troubleshooting and diagnostic information. If 

problems cannot be corrected, contact Technical Support for additional information. 

Front Panel LED information 
The hardware Connex server included LEDs on the front panel that can aid in troubleshooting the 

system. 

LED Name Function LED Color Notes 

ID Aid in server 
identification from the 
back panel. 

Blue Press ID LED button or use 
Server Management SW to turn 
the LED on and off. 

System Fault Visible fault warming Green or 
Amber 

On = No Fault 
Green Blink = degraded 
Amber = non-critical 

Disk Activity Display disk activity Green Up to 4 disk activity LEDs, one 
per bay. 
Blinking = activity, no action 
required. 
Off = no activity or disk not 
installed. 

Power LED Identify the power state 
of the system 

Green Off = power is off 
On = power is on 
Slow blink = low power state 

 

Figure A-1: Hardware Connex server front panel controls 

 

A Unstuffable ID button with 
ID LED 

F Status / Fault LED 

B NMI Button (recessed) G Power Button with LED 

C LAN1 LED H LAN2 LED 

D LAN3 LED I LAN4 LED 
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E Reset Button J HDD LED 

Server Startup 

Problem Diagnostic Steps / Causes / Corrections 

Power On LED is not on. 
 
CPU is not running. 

Make sure that the AC power cord is firmly attached to the CPU 
and to the outlet. 
 
Ensure that the UPS and/or AC power outlet is “live”. 
 
Clear any paper or debris that may be blocking any of the fans 
on the rear of the CPU or vented covers. 
 
Replace AC power cord and retest. 
 
Press the POWER ON control in the front bezel to the CPU. 

No characters appear on 
screen. 

Ensure that the power is turned on for the display. 
 
Make sure the display’s AC power cord is firmly attached to the 
display and to the outlet. 
 
Check all of the video cables between the CPU and the display 
to ensure there are no loose connections. 
 
Check with a different display that is known to be working. 
 
Check keyboard function, press “Num Lock” function on and off 
to make sure the Num Lock light is functioning. 
 
Reboot the CPU and test again. 

Keyboard does not respond 
 
Mouse does not respond. 
 

Check the USB connectors, and extender cables if in use, to 
ensure that all connection are firm. 
 
Move the item to another USB connector and try. 
 
Check keyboard function, press “Num Lock” function on and off 
to make sure the Num Lock light is functioning. 
 
Check mouse for light on bottom. 
 
Check with different mouse that is known to be working. 
 
Reboot the CPU and test again. 

System fans do not spin up 
during power-on or are not 
operating properly 

Check the power-on LED to ensure that it is lit. 
 
Check to see that other LEDs are lit. 
 
Check power cord and replace as necessary. 

Drive activity LED does not 
light 

Check drives to ensure proper installation. 
 
Reboot CPU and observe startup screens related to Intel 
Embedded Server RAID configuration. 2 drives should be known 
at a minimum. The Virtual Drive status should also be Online. 
 
Contact 
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Connex database restore 

 
WARNING Database restore is a major database operation. This will impact the 

following things: 

 1.  Downtime: Entire system will be down for the entire period of the restore 

operation. 

2. Potential loss of data: The data that is collected by the system after the 

backup will be lost. For example if the backup was taken at 12:00 am on a 

specific date then the data collected after 12:00 am will be lost. 

Note Before starting any of the steps in this section you need to login to Central Station 

from the Windows shell. By default the central station is using the Connex CS 

Application as a shell. Once you perform these steps you need to change the 

shell back to CS Application and restart the central station. 

Based on the deployed environment, the steps for restore are different. Sections below outline 

these steps. The sections that follow detail each step.  

For Standalone deployment: 

1. Stop services, scheduled tasks, and close the Connex CS Application on the central 

station. 

2. Restore the database from backup on the central station. 

3. Restart services, scheduled tasks, and open the Connex CS Application on the central 

station. 

For Client-Server deployment: 

1. Stop services, scheduled tasks, and close the Connex CS Application on server and all 

central stations. 

2. Restore the database from backup on the server. 

3. De-provision the restored database. 

4. Reinstall the fresh database on all the central stations. 

5. Restart the data sync service and wait for completion of the initial sync operation. 

6. Restart services, scheduled tasks, and open the CS Application. 

Stop Services, Scheduled Tasks, and close the CS Application 

The services and scheduled tasks described below must be stopped or disabled prior to restoring 

a database from backup. The list differs depending on the deployed environment and the platform 

to be restored. 

If restoring the database on the server, in a connected environment, stop the services and disable 

the scheduled tasks on the server. For a complete list of services and components on server, 

please refer to “Confirm Connex Server operational state”. 

Close the CS application, stop the services, and disable the tasks on ALL the central stations 

involved in the deployment. This step is applicable to central stations in connected as well as 

standalone deployment. For a complete list of services and components on a central station, 

please refer to “Synchronize central stations, client-server only”. 
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Restore the database from backup 

1. Open the Microsoft SQL Server Management Suite (SSMS) tool, and under Object Explorer 

and expand the Databases node. 

Figure A-2: SSMS Object explorer with WADB example 

 

2. If there is a WADB database, right-click on the WADB database node and select 

Tasks>Restore>Database. If there is no WADB database, right-click on the Databases node 

and select “Restore Database…” 

3. In the “Source for restore” section, select “From device”. 
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Figure A-3: Restore Database Source selection example 

 

4. Click on the “…” button to browse to the backup folder and select the backup file. Remove 

any locations listed in the Backup location box. Click the Add button and browse to the folder 

that contains the backup file. The Backup location box will display the selected folder 

containing the backup file as illustrated in the screenshot below. 

Figure A-4: Specify backup location example 

 

5. Select the backup file and click OK. 
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Figure A-5: Location the backup file example 

 

6. Click the Restore check box to select the backup. 
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Figure A-6: Restore database selected example 

 

7. Click the Options tab and check the “Overwrite the existing database (WITH REPLACE)”. 

Figure A-7: Overwrite the existing database example 

 

8. Click OK to complete the restore.  

9. For Standalone deployment skip to “Restart Services, Scheduled Tasks, and Open the CS 

Application. 
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De-provision the Restored Database 

Follow these steps only if the database is restored on the server as part of a client-server de-
ployment, otherwise skip to “Restart Services, Scheduled Tasks, and Open the CS Application. 

 

To De-provision a database with the command line utility: 

1. Logon to the computer that hosts the restored database OR logon to a computer that is 

connected to the host via the windows network. 

2. Open a command window and navigate to the directory where the Connex CS Provisioning 

utility has been deployed. (To locate the deployment folder, search for the program 

“WelchAllyn.Connex.ProvisioningUtility.exe” or consult the CS install documentation.) 

3. Enter the following at the command prompt which specifies the database host address, the 

database instance, the database name, and the parameter which instructs the utility to De-

provision the database. 

 

WelchAllyn.Connex.ProvisioningUtility.exe SERVERNAME=<server name>\<instance 

name> DATABASENAME=WADB APPLYDEPROVSCRIPT 

4. Examine the messages produced by the Provisioning Utility to verify that the operation 

succeeded. 

Reinstall the database on the central stations 

Follow these steps only if the database is restored on the server as part of a client-server de-
ployment, otherwise skip to “Restart Services, Scheduled Tasks, and Open the CS Application. 
 
To re-install the database on each central station: 
 

1. Open SQL Server management studio (SSMS). On CS central station this can be done by 

searching SSMS from the windows start menu. 

2. Enter the correct login details in the pop-up dialog to enter SQL Server instance name. 

3. Once SSMS is open, from the object explorer, select WADB database. Right click and the 

select Delete. 
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Figure A-8: Right-click on WADB example 

 

4. Once delete is clicked, following dialog will be shown. 

Figure A-9: Select WADB object to delete example 
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5. Check the “Close existing connections”, and then click OK. The dialog will be closed once 

the WADB is deleted. 

6. Open the windows explorer and navigate to following path 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Welch Allyn\Connex\Server\<version>\DataBaseInstaller. 

Note The path may be different depending upon the location of the Program Files 

folder. 

7. Double-click on the DatabaseInstaller.exe. Following dialog will be shown – 

Figure A-10: SQL Server name entry window example 

 

8. Change the SQL Server name to match the local SQL Server instance name and the click 

Create database” 

9. Once the WADB is installed, the installer will be closed automatically. Normally, the installer 

would display a successful installation message box. But this message box is not be 

displayed if the feature Message Box Default Reply is enabled. In Windows 7 embedded, 

this feature is enabled by default. So on Connex CS central stations the message box will not 

be displayed. But a message in the windows event log will be added confirming the success 

of the installation.  

10. Also, after the installation is finished, a windows message box stating that “This program 

might not have installed correctly” may be showed. Ignore this message and click 

Program installed successfully to finish the installation. 
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Restart the Data Sync Service and Wait for Completion of the 
Initial Sync Operation 

Follow these steps only if the database is restored on the server as part of a client-server de-

ployment, otherwise skip to Restart Services, Scheduled Tasks, and Open the CS 
Application. 

 
 
In this step, the data sync service is restarted on ALL central stations. However, it is important to 
note that the best course of action is to start the data sync service on a single central station and 
to wait for the initial sync cycle to complete before moving on to the next central station. While the 
database on the central stations is empty, restarting data sync on all central stations simultane-
ously will result in unnecessary thrashing as all try to download data all at once from the server. 
 

Restart Services, Scheduled Tasks, and Open the CS 
Application. 

1. Restart the services and scheduled tasks that were shutdown previously 

2. Start the Connex CS Application. 

Special circumstances... 

In some cases over the course of use, it may be necessary to disconnect a client Central Station 

from the network for an extended period of time, such as construction projects. 

In cases where the Central Station will be shut down or disconnected from the network for more 

than 30 day, it becomes necessary to purge to local database and start fresh. The local database 

must be dropped and recreated to maintain overall health of the system. A future update to this 

Administration Guide document will detail specific steps required. 
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Connex database re-installation 
There are some situations when this may become necessary, such as moving a client station 

from one network to a different network. Information from the old network must be removed prior 

to connection to the new network or the database will become corrupted with incorrect settings 

and location information. 

In some instances, it may be more feasible to replace the database with a clean and empty 

database, and re-load the configuration from a previous backup. 

 
WARNING When the WADB database is deleted and re-installed, all patient data, 

history, users, settings and location information will be lost. Do not undertake 

these steps without having a known-state backup configuration file to import at 

the end of the process. 

1. Run the Admin tools on the server and export the configuration settings that include master 

bed list and covered area. This includes the following 

 Configuration settings – This will ensure that the Master bed list and covered areas can 

be migrated to production environment. 

 Users – This will make sure that the User accounts will be migrated to production 

environment. Export users only if the users need to be migrated. 

2. Shutdown all the Connex services that may be running on the server. The Connex Client 

Services should be shut down last (the following is not a complete list, but a representation of 

the major components that may be running based on deployment. For a complete list of 

services per config, reference Connex Install – Configuration guide): 

 ECS 

 EGS 

 Connex Data Backup 

 Connex Data Lifetime Manager 

 Connex Client Services. 

3. Shutdown all the Connex services including process monitor component that may be running 

on ALL the central stations. 

4. Do following steps first on server and then on all central stations: 

a. Open SQL Server management studio (SSMS). On server this can be done by entering 

SSMS into Start > Search. While on CS central station, this can be done by following 

steps: 

 Open up Task manager and then click “New Task”. 

 Open up following: 

 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL 

Server\100\Tools\Binn\VSShell\Common7\IDE\SSMS.exe. 

 

Note The path may be different depending upon the Program files folder. 

b. Enter the correct login details in the pop-up dialog to enter SQL Server instance name. 

c. Once SSMS is open, from the object explorer, select WADB database. Right click and 

the select Delete. 
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Figure A-11: Right-click on WADB example 
 

 
 
 

5. Once delete is clicked, following dialog will be shown. 
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Figure A-12: Select WADB object to delete example 

 

6. Check the “Close existing connections”. And click OK. 

7. The dialog will be closed once the WADB is deleted. 

8. Open the windows explorer and navigate to following path: 

 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Welch Allyn\Connex\Server\<version>\DataBaseInstaller. 

Note The path may be different depending upon the location of the Program files folder. 

9. Double-click on the DatabaseInstaller application. Following dialog will be shown. 
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Figure A-13: SQL Server name entry window example 

 

a. Change the SQL Server name to match the local SQL Server instance name and the 

click “Create database”. 

b. Once the WADB is installed, a message box will be shown for the confirmation of the 

successful installation. 

10. On the server, start all the Connex services. 

11. On the server, start the admit tools. Import the configuration settings to restore the master 

bed list and covered area that were imported at the start of the process. 

12. If there are any new machines added then activate the license for those machines. 

13. Start all the services on all of the central stations. Do NOT start the Connex CS application 

yet. 

14. Wait 10 minutes. This will give time for the configuration changes to sync with all the central 

stations. Then start the Connex CS application on all central stations. 
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B  Updating BIOS 
It may become necessary to update the hardware Connex server BIOS. This can only be done 

on-site directly from the hardware Connex server. BIOS updates are installed from a USB flash 

drive. There are 3 main phases to updating the BIOS. 

 Preparation for BIOS update. 

 Update BIOS installation. 

 Post update BIOS settings changes. 

There may also be a Technical Service Bulletin to refer to with specific information including BIOS 

compatibility and/or business strategy. Refer to these communications as needed. 

In terms of planning and setting proper expectations for the clinical staff, plan for approximately 

10 - 15 minutes of system down time. 

 

 
CAUTION Some information will appear quickly and very briefly on-screen during 

the update. Additionally some responses via the system keyboard are also time 

sensitive during the upgrade. Read and familiarize yourself with all instructions in 

this chapter prior to beginning any BIOS updates. 

 
CAUTION Consult with the clinical staff responsible for monitoring patients to 

obtain permission to proceed prior to beginning the update. During the update 

process, ADT data will not update the patient list functions on Connex CS Central 

Station and devices. Additionally, ORU data will not be shared with the facilities 

EMR application if applicable.. 

 
WARNING Ensure that the hardware Connex server is securely connected to a 

reliable power source during the BIOS update. If power to the server is lost, if the 

server is accidently turned off, or if the keyboard is disconnected during the 

update, it is likely that the BIOS may become corrupted. As a result, the server 

may no longer boot and/or required to be exchanged. Use extreme care to limit 

the potential of these conditions from occurring. 

Preparation for BIOS update 
1. Shut down the server in the normal manner. 

2. After about 10 seconds, press the power button on the right side front bezel control panel of 

the server. 

3. When the blues screen with the Intel logo and Intel Server Board heading occur, as shown in 

Figure 4-3: System startup display with blue Intel logo, press <F2> to enter BIOS setup.  

4. Write down the current BIOS settings. 

 

 

 

Note Do not skip this step. You may need these settings to configure your server at the 
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end of the procedure. 

5.  Insert the USB flash drive or similar media containing the BIOS files into one of the open 

USB ports on the front bezel of the hardware Connex server. 

6. In the BIOS setup screens, use the right arrow to navigate to Save & Exit. Navigate down to 

Discard Changes and Exit and press <Enter>.  

7. Press <Enter> again to confirm Yes. 

 

Update BIOS installation 
1. After a few moments, the system starts. 

2. The BIOS update process begins automatically, and loads the EFI shell. 

3. The EFI Shell is used to install all updates, including BIOS, ME, BMC, FRU, and DSR 

subsystems.  

4. Do not interrupt the automatic running of ‘startup.nsh’ at the following or similar screen as 

shown in Figure B-1: NSH update example, DO NOT INTERRUPT - LET IT RUN 

AUTOMATICALLY below. 

Figure B-1: NSH update example, DO NOT INTERRUPT - LET IT RUN AUTOMATICALLY 

 

5. Press <Enter> to continue at the following or similar screen as shown in Figure B-2: Update 

menu example, press <Enter> here to update all functions below. 

 
WARNING Do not power off the server until updates are complete. 
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Figure B-2: Update menu example, press <Enter> here to update all functions 

 

6. Various update screens and status messages are displayed during the update process. 

7. Progress may appear paused, waiting for user input, but updates will proceed automatically 

after a short countdown of 3 to 5 seconds.  

8. No action or input is required until the SDR /FRU update menu. 

9. Select option “3” at the following or similar menu as shown in Figure B-3: Update SDR / FRU 

menu example, press 3 to update both to update both the Sensor Data Record (SDR) and 

the Field Replaceable Unit (FRU) info.  

Figure B-3: Update SDR / FRU menu example, press 3 to update both 

 

10. Answer “n” to any subsequent questions regarding the chassis and system information for the 

FRU. 

11. When all updates are complete, power cycle the server via the front panel power button. 

Note You may encounter a CMOS Checksum error or other problem after reboot. If this 

happens, shut down the system and boot it again. CMOS checksum errors 

require that you enter Setup, check your settings, save your settings, and exit 

Setup. 
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Post update BIOS settings changes 
A number of changes may be required after upgrading BIOS. 

During server boot up a number of screens appear. When the blues screen with the Intel logo and 

Intel Server Board heading occur, as shown in “Figure 4-3: System startup display with blue Intel 

logo”, press <F2> to enter BIOS setup.  

Figure B-4: Startup screen, press F2 to enter BIOS setup 

 

The BIOS setup main screen is then viewable. 

General navigation in the BIOS utility 

Refer to “Figure B-5: BIOS set date and time” below and practice some general navigation to 

familiarize yourself with the BIOS setup utility. 

 Use the left, right, up, and down arrow keys on the keyboard for general navigation on a 

screen. 

 Selected items are typically shown with white text. 

 Submenus are shown with a right pointing arrow-head type bullet notation. 

 Press <Enter> to enter a Submenu, and press <Esc> to navigate back one layer. 

 Menu items that are able to be changed will allow navigation to them while other items 

are shown for display only, such as Total Memory. 

 Press the <space> bar to toggle through allowed settings for a specific parameter, such 

as Enabled or Disabled. 

 Press <Enter> to select a setting. 
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To set the BIOS date and time: 

1. From the main screen, use the left and right arrow to navigate to the Main tab. 

2. Use the up and down arrow to navigate to System Date, highlighted in yellow in Figure B-5: 

BIOS set date and time. 

Note System Date is different from the Build Date, also shown in highlighted yellow. 

3. Use the 10-keypad to set the month. Press <Tab> to advance to the next field. 

a. Alternately use the <Space> bar to advance a field one digit forward at a time. 

4. Use the 10-keypad to set the day. Press <Tab> to advance to the next field. 

5. Use the 10-keypad to set the year. 

6. Press the down arrow to navigate to System Time, also highlighted in yellow in “Figure B-5: 

BIOS set date and time”. 

7. Use the 10-keypad to set the hour. Press <Tab> to advance to the next field. 

8. Use the 10-keypad to set the minute. Press <Tab> to advance to the next field. 

9. If desired, use the 10-keypad to set the second. 

Figure B-5: BIOS set date and time 

 

To enable both network interfaces: 

1. From the main screen navigate to the Advanced tab. 

2. Navigate to PCI Configuration menu, as shown in “Figure B-6: BIOS enable both network 

interfaces (part 1)”.  

3. Press <Enter> to select. 
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Figure B-6: BIOS enable both network interfaces (part 1) 

 

 

4. Navigate to Onboard NIC1, and press <Space> to change to Enabled state if needed. See 

“Figure B-7: BIOS enable both network interfaces (part 2)” with highlighted examples. 

5. Repeat for Onboard NIC2 if needed to set to Enabled state. 

6. Navigate to Onboard NIC1 ROM to and press <Space> to change to Enabled state if 

needed. 

7. Repeat for Onboard NIC2 ROM if needed. 

8. Press <Esc> to navigate back to the Advanced tab. 
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Figure B-7: BIOS enable both network interfaces (part 2) 

 

To enable USB support: 

1. From the main screen, navigate to the Advanced tab. 

2. Navigate to PCI Configuration menu, as shown in “Figure B-8: BIOS enable USB support 

(part 1)”.  

3. Press <Enter> to select. 
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Figure B-8: BIOS enable USB support (part 1) 

 

4. Navigate to USB Controller, and press <Space> to change to Enabled state if needed. See 

“Figure B-9: BIOS enable USB support (part 2)” with highlighted examples. 

5. Repeat for USB Legacy Support if needed to set to Enabled state.  

6. Press <Esc> to navigate back to the Advanced tab. 
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Figure B-9: BIOS enable USB support (part 2) 

 

To set system altitude (fan control): 

1. From the main screen, navigate to the Advanced tab. 

2. Navigate to System Acoustic and Performance Configuration menu. 

3. To set the Altitude press the <Space> bar to step through the choices.  

4. Select the option that most closely resembles the local altitude above sea level for the site. 

5. Press <Esc> to return to the Advanced tab. 

 

To set the boot priority order: 

1. From the main screen, navigate to the Boot Options tab. See “Figure B-10: BIOS set boot 

priority” for a highlighted example of this screen. 

2. Navigate to Boot Option #1 and press <Enter> to display menu choices. 

3. Navigate to Embedded Raid Controller (AHCI) or the option to choose the Hard Disk. 

4. Press <Enter> to select. 

 

5. Repeat these steps for the other boot option choices, and set according the table below. 
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Table B-1: Boot Priority preferred settings 

Boot Option Primary choice Alternate choice 

#1 Embedded Raid Controller (ACHI) Identity of the Hard Drive 

#2 Embedded Raid CD/DVD-ROM Identity of the Optical Drive 

#3 IBA GE Slot Identity of the network interface NIC1 

 #4 
 

Internal EFI Shell N/A 

 

6. Alternate choice setting are displayed in Table B-1, as options may be displayed differently 

depending on the BIOS version and hardware configuration.  

Figure B-10: BIOS set boot priority 

 

To save all changes: 

1. When all changes are complete, press <F10> to exit and save all changes, confirming Yes by 

pressing <Enter> once more when prompted. The CPU reboots. 

2. During the boot up sequence, press <F2> once again to enter the BIOS setup again. 

3. Confirm that all changes are saved as expected. 

4. Exit the BIOS utility and confirm that the CPU starts normally. 
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Troubleshooting BIOS updates 
The table below may assist in identifying problems that you could encounter during the BIOS 

update process along with potential solutions. 

Problem Cause / Solution 

Unable to get into BIOS setup utility by 
pressing <F2> during boot sequence. 

Confirm keyboard is properly attached to one of the USB 
ports on the server. 
 
Failed keyboard. Confirm keyboard operation by pressing 
Num Lock / Caps Lock keys and observe the LED indicator 
behavior on the keyboard itself. Replace keyboard if 
necessary. 
 
Wait for the blue screen with Intel logo and Intel Server 
Board heading to try again. 
 
Alternately, press <F6> to blue screen to display Boot menu. 
Navigate down to Enter Setup option to enter BIOS utility. 

 
CMOS setting may be corrupted and need to be cleared. 
See  

Clearing the BIOS CMOS. 

Missed opportunity to press <F2> key 

during boot up sequence, and display 
started normal boot up now showing 
Windows startup screens. 

Press and hold <Control> <Alt> and <Del> keys together to 

force a reboot and try again. 

Missed opportunity to press <F2> key 

during POST, and display now shows 
Windows logo as in a normal boot-up 

Let the server finish a normal startup sequence. 
When complete, execute a normal system shut down and 
power-on to the server and try again. 

Lost password for BIOS administrator. 
Cannot get into BIOS setup utility. 

See “Clearing the BIOS password”. 

 
CPU may need to be exchanged. Contact Technical Support 
for assistance. 

Server does not start BIOS update from 
USB flash drive automatically. 

Remove the USB flash drive from the server and insert it into 
a laptop PC running Windows. Navigate to My Computer and 
double-click on the Removable drive from the presented 
menu. In the Explorer window, confirm the contents of the 
USB flash drive contain the following in the root directory: 
 

 MASTER.CFG 

 iFlash32.efi 

 *Rec.CAP (where * is the release version, e.g. 

R0037) 

 Startup.nsh 

 
Contact contact Technical Support and request a 
replacement USB flash drive if needed. 

CPU Fans are much louder after BIOS 
update. 

Fan speed is normally loud, running at full speed during 
startup. 
 
Wait for server to complete all startup and Windows login 
functions to before making additional changes. 
 
CPU Fans may be set to default at full speed after BIOS 
update. In BIOS setup, navigate to Advanced > System 
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Problem Cause / Solution 

Acuity and Performance Configuration menu. Adjust 
Altitude setting to proper value. This is the only setting 

which will allow for control of fan speed. 

System returns to EFI shell again after 
successfully updated BIOS settings. 

The USB flash drive is most likely still installed after 
rebooting. 
Press and hold <Control> <Alt> and <Del> together to force 

a reboot. Remove the USB flash drive from the CPU and 
confirm that CPU boots as expected. 
 
Confirm Boot Priority settings are set properly. See “To set 

the boot priority order:. 

CPU will no longer boot up after BIOS 
update 

BIOS has likely become corrupted. See “BIOS recovery 

process” on page 94. 

 
CMOS setting may be corrupted and need to be cleared. 
See  
Clearing the BIOS CMOS”. 

 
CPU may need to be exchanged. Contact Technical Support 
for assistance. 

Lost CPU power or accidentally turned 
CPU off during the BIOS update and 
CPU will no longer reboot. 

BIOS has likely become corrupted. See “BIOS recovery 

process”. 

 
CPU may need to be exchanged. Contact Technical Support 
for assistance. 

 

BIOS recovery process 
If an update to the system BIOS is not successful or if the system fails to complete POST and the 

BIOS is unable to boot an operating system, it may be necessary to run the BIOS recovery 

procedure. 

To place the baseboard into recovery mode, move the boot option jumper (located on the 

baseboard) to the recovery position. The BIOS can then execute the recovery BIOS (also known 

as the boot block) instead of the normal BIOS. The recovery BIOS is a self-contained image that 

exists solely as a fail-safe mechanism for installing a new BIOS image. 

Note During the recovery mode, video is not initialized. One high-pitched beep 

announces the start of the recovery process. The entire process takes two to four 

minutes. A successful update ends with two high-pitched beeps. Failure is 

indicated by a long series of short beeps. 

To recover the BIOS and flash the normal BIOS: 

1. Power down and unplug the system from the AC power source. 

2. Move the recovery jumper from the default location at pins 1 and 2 to cover pins 2 and 3. For 

location of the jumper, see the “Figure B-TS1: Configuration jumper settings”, where the 

BIOS reset jumper is shown highlighted in blue. 
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Figure B-TS1: Configuration jumper settings

 

3. Insert the bootable BIOS Recovery media containing the new BIOS image files. A BIOS 

recovery can be accomplished from SATA CD and USB Mass Storage device. Please note 

this platform does not support recovery from a USB floppy. The recovery media must contain 

the following files under the root directory: 

 FVMAIN.FV 

 UEFI iFlash32 

 *Rec.CAP 

 Startup.nsh (update accordingly to use proper *Rec.CAP file) 

4. Plug the system into the AC power source and power it on. 

5. The BIOS POST screen will appear displaying the progress, and the system will automatically 

boot to the EFI SHELL. 

6. Remove the recovery media. 

7. Power down and unplug the system from the AC power source. 

8. Move the BIOS recovery jumper back to the original position, covering pins 1 and 2. 

9. Plug the system into the AC power source and power it up to confirm the recovery was 

successful. 

10. Do NOT interrupt the BIOS POST during the first boot. 

Clearing the BIOS password 
If the user or administrator password(s) is lost or forgotten, moving the password clear jumper 

into the “clear” position clears both passwords. Before a new password(s) is set, you must restore 

the password clear jumper to its original position. For location of the jumper, see “Figure B-TS1: 

Configuration jumper settings”, where the Password Clear jumper is highlighted in green. 
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1. Power down the system and disconnect the AC power. 

2. Open the server chassis. 

3. Move the jumper from the normal operation position, Password Clear Protect, at pins 1 and 2 

to the Password Clear Erase position, covering pins 2 and 3. 

4. Reconnect the AC power, power up the system. 

5. Power down the system and disconnect the AC power. 

6. Return the Password Clear jumper to the Password Clear Protect position, covering pins 1 

and 2. 

7. Reconnect the AC power and power up the server. 

8. Close the server chassis. The password is cleared and can be reset by going into the BIOS 

setup. 

 

Clearing the BIOS CMOS 
If you cannot access the BIOS setup screens, you must use the Protected RTC (CMOS clear) 

jumper to reset the configuration RAM. For location of the jumper, see “Figure B-TS1: 

Configuration jumper settings”, where the Protected RTC jumper is highlighted in orange. 

1. Power down the system and disconnect the AC power. 

2. Open the server chassis. For instructions, see your server chassis documentation. 

3. Move the jumper from the default operating position (covering pins 1 and 2) to the reset/clear 

position (covering pins 2 and 3). 

4. Wait five seconds. 

5. Move the jumper back to default position, covering pins 1 and 2. 

6. Close the server chassis. 

7. Reconnect the AC power and power up the system. The CMOS is cleared and can be reset 

by going into the BIOS setup. 
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C  Hardware Server Mounting 
Solutions 

There are several installation options for the hardware Connex server, dependent on the location 

and space is availability. The preferred option is to install the server within a four post data 

cabinet using the included slide rail mounting kit. An optional mounting method is detailed for a 

sites with a two post relay rack configuration, using a shelve mount kit. Consult with the Welch 

Allyn project manager for assistance if needed. 

Install server with slide rails into a four post cabinet 

To install a server with slide rails, tasks include: 

 Install outer slide member into cabinet 

 Attach inner slide member to server chassis 

 Insert server into cabinet using the slide rails 

Install outer member into cabinet 

1. Unbox the slide rail kit and identify all pieces, including mounting screws. 

2. Identify the slide rails separately as left and right, and front and rear orientation. “Figure C-1: 

Remove inner member from slides and identify components” illustrates a right side slide rail 

mount. 

3. Press and slide the blue release button, shown as “F” in “Figure C-1: Remove inner member 

from slides and identify components”, towards the front to separate the inner member from 

the slide. 
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Figure C-1: Remove inner member from slides and identify components 

 

 

A Front bracket D Inner slide member 

B Outer slide member E Safety locking pin 

C Rear bracket F Release button (blue) 

 

4. Align outer member slide rail into the desired position in the equipment rack. See “Figure C-2: 

Install slide rails to rack” for illustrations. 

Note The outer slide members are designed to be mounted from the inside of the 

vertical posts. 

5. Insert accompanying fasteners or shoulder screws to secure the slide into position. 

a. If needed, consult with facility support staff (IT or Biomed) to inquire if they have 

mounting hardware for the equipment rack. The accompanying fasteners may not work in 

all situations as there are many different types of equipment racks. See “Figure C-3: 

Examples with different fastening hardware” for some examples which use different 

fastening hardware. 

6. Move the ball retainer to the front on slides.  
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Figure C-2: Install slide rails to rack 

 

Figure C-3: Examples with different fastening hardware 

 

Attach inner slide member to server chassis 

1. Identify left and right inner members. 

2. Align each inner member keyholes to the standoffs on the server chassis. 

3. Slide the inner member forward until it locks into place on the server chassis. See “Figure C-

4: Install inner member to server chassis” for illustrations. 
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Figure C-4: Install inner member to server chassis 

 

Insert server into cabinet using the slide rails 

1. Carefully raise the server so the that read end of the inner slide rail members are aligned with 

the slide rail assemblies that are mounting in the equipment cabinet. 

2. Gently slide the server into place on the slide rails, until it locks into position. 

 
CAUTION Verify that the server is securely mounted in the cabinet and that the 

slide rails lock are fully engaged on both sides before continuing. 

3. Slide the blue release lever forward of each side to release the lock and push the server 

chassis into the rack completely. See “Figure C-5: Install chassis into fixed slides” for an 

illustration. 

Figure C-5: Install chassis into fixed slides 
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4. Install cables to rear connections as needed. Ensure that there is adequate slack in cables to 

fully extend the server to the front of the cabinet. Use of customer supplied cables hangers 

are recommended. 

5. Make sure the server slides along the rails with no binding. Adjust slides if necessary. 

6. Install front retainer screws, next to rack handles, into cabinet if desired. 

To remove server installed with slide rails 
1. Shut the server down if running and remove all cables from the rear connections, including 

power, network, keyboard, mouse, and video. 

2. Loosen retainer screws from the left and right rack handles if required to allow the server 

chassis to extend out on the slide rails. 

3. Slide the server chassis out the front of the equipment rack until fully extended into the locked 

position. 

4. Slide the blue release lever on the inner member forward of each side to release the lock. 

5. Continue pulling the chassis forward until free of the slide rails and allow the chassis to close.  

6. To remove the inner member from the chassis, press down on the safety locking pin and slide 

the rail to the rear. Repeat for the other side. See “Figure C-6: Removing the inner member 

slide from the server chassis” for an illustration. 

Figure C-6: Removing the inner member slide from the server chassis 
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Install server with shelf kit into a two post relay rack 

To install a server with shelf kit, tasks include: 

 Install mounting flanges onto shelf 

 Attach shelf to rack posts 

 Install server onto shelf 

Install mounting flanges onto shelf 

1. Unbox the shelf kit and identify all pieces, including flanges and mounting screws. 

2. Determine desired mount position for the shelf. The shelf supports front, center, and rear 

mounting configurations. 

3. Install left and right attachment flanges using the provided 10-32 flat head screws. See 

“Figure C-7: Installing shelf mounting flanges” for an example. 

Figure C-7: Installing shelf mounting flanges 

 

4. Support flanges should be mounted at the position on the underside of the shelf as shown in 

“Figure C-8: Install shelf support orientation example” to provide additional support. Us the 8-

32 flat head screws. 

Figure C-8: Install shelf support orientation example 
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Attach shelf to rack posts 

1. Identify desired location to mount the shelf onto the relay rack. 

2. Line up 2 holes in each attachment flange and bolt to rack in desires positions using the 10-

32 or 12-24 pan head screws. See “Figure C-9: Installing shelf mounting flanges” for an 

example. 

Figure C-9: Installing shelf mounting flanges 

 

3. Position the anti-slip mat onto the center of the shelf. See “Figure C-10: Shelf with anti-slip 

mat installed” for an example. 

Figure C-10: Shelf with anti-slip mat installed 
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4. Attach the safety strap onto the shelf. See “Figure C-11: Install safety strap” for an example. 

Figure C-11: Install safety strap 

 

 

Install server onto shelf 

1. Carefully place the server into position onto the shelf. 

2. Tighten the safety strap until snug. Ensure that the server is held securely in place on the 

shelf. 

3. Install cables to rear connections as needed. 
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D  Install a Replacement Disk Drive 
It may become necessary to replace a Hard Disk Drive (HDD) at the customer site. As the server 

is configured with RAID drives which are hot swappable, the process is fairly easy. Follow these 

steps to install a replacement HDD. 

1. Identify the drive to be replaced. The HDD0 drive bay is at the left side, followed by HDD1, 2, 

and 3. 

2. Drives may be installed in any order. HDD1 may be installed before HDD0. 

Remove a hard disk drive 
1. Open the latch at the front of the hard drive carrier. See letter “A” in “Figure D-1: Remove 

hard drive from server”. 

Figure D-1: Remove hard drive from server 

 

 

2. Pull out the black lever and slide the carrier from the server. See letter “B” in “Figure D-1: 

Remove hard drive from server”. 

3. Remove all four screws that attach the existing hard drive to the carrier, and set aside for 

reuse. 

4. Remove the hard drive from the carrier and place it on an anti-static surface. 

Note If you are not installing a replacement drive immediately following, you must 

replace the hard drive carrier in the server system, even if no hard drive is 

installed in it for proper airflow. 
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Install a hard disk drive 
1. With the replacement drive circuit-side down, position the connector end of the drive so it is 

facing the read of the drive carrier. 

2. Align the holes in the drive to the holes in the carrier. 

3. Attach the drive to the carrier with the screws previously used. See letter “D” in “Figure D-2: 

Install replacement drive into carrier”. 

Figure D-2: Install replacement drive into carrier 

 

4. With the carrier’s black lever in the fully open position, slide the drive assembly into the 

server. See letter “E” in “Figure D-3: Install replacement drive assembly into server”. 

Figure D-3: Install replacement drive assembly into server 

 

5. Do not push on the black drive carrier lever until the lever begins to close by itself. 

6. When the black drive carrier begins to close by itself, push on it to lock the drive assembly 

into place. See letter “F” in “Figure D-3: Install replacement drive assembly into server”. 

7. If the server is currently running, confirm that the green disk activity indicator is visible on the 

left side of the carrier. A red indicator may also be present, indicating that the new disk drive 

is beginning to synchronize with the existing disk drive. 
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E  Connect to Server via BMC 
Console 

The server supports a BMC connection to remotely manage the server over a network, and runs 

independently of the primary MS Windows Server operating system. The BMC features an 

embedded web server to support at least 2 concurrent web sessions from up to two different 

users. 

Note Any additions, deletions, or changes to be made to executables on this system 

requires appropriate use of the Solidifier system.  Please consult the Connex CS 

Central Station & Server Admin Guide for guidance. 

 

To connect to the server BMC console: 

1. From a remote computer / laptop, open an Internet Explorer connection, and browse to the IP 

address of the BMC / RMM4 management module. 

2. Upon successful connection, the Integrated BMC web console screen appears. An example 

is shown below in “Figure D-1: Remove hard drive from server”. 

Figure E-1: BMC web console login screen example 
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3. Login to the BMC console with the Username “root” and Password per the Window’s server 

administrator account. 

4. Upon success, the System Information screen appears. An example is show below in “Figure 

E-2: BMC system information page example”. 

Figure E-2: BMC system information page example 

 

5. To control or view the server desktop, click on the Remote Control tab. 

Note Java runtime is required to use Remote Control console redirection 

6. Click Launch Console to begin the connection process. 

7. If prompted by Internet Explorer, accept the connection. The JViewer Launcher window 

appears. An example is show below in “Figure E-3: JViewer launcher window example”. 

Figure E-3: JViewer launcher window example 
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8. Click Open. The Java connection begins. 

9. A warning - security message appears next. Select Run at the prompt. An example is shown 

below in “Figure E-4: Warning security message example”. 

Figure E-4: Warning security message example 

 

10. After a few moments, the server desktop console appears on screen within a JViewer 

window. Resize the window to fit your desired view. An example with console Jviewer window 

is shown below in “Figure E-5: Example server console window with Connex CS Admin Tools 

open” 

Figure E-5: Example server console window with Connex CS Admin Tools open 

 

11. Note console system commands are controlled by Macro buttons located in the upper right 

corner of the window. 
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12. When finished, close the connection by clicking in the control menu under Video > Exit. The 

session automatically closes. 

a. Alternately, click on the windows X button in the upper right corner. 
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F  Network change and configuration 

Network IP change overview 
The change in the IP Address of one or more systems involved in Connex CS network will cause 

many components to break. This requires updating the specific configurations in the system used 

by such components. 

This section describes the step-by-step instructions to accomplish the IP address change of 

Connex Server and/or Connex Workstation in all possible deployments (viz. Standalone, 

Client/Server and Kiosk) and external systems like EMR and 3rd Party Alarm Management 

System. The instructions are categorized based on the System Node (machine in CS network).  

Refer to the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, Appendix B1 for a known list of IP 

address assignments. Contact the customer IT staff or project manager if this information is 

unknown. 

 
CAUTION Changes to the network interfaces on a live network will cause 

outages, and should be planned with the facility. Additional changes may also be 

required on each Central Station if the IP address of the Server that supports 

them is changed. Refer to the Connex CS Central Station Install Guide for 

additional information. 

CAUTION All changes need to be completed during a planned downtime as 

most of the systems need to be restarted after making required changes. 

CAUTION Scenarios involving IP Address changes to multiple system nodes 

should follow the instructions from all relevant sections below. For example, in a 

client-server deployment, if the IP address of both the Connex Server and EMR 

Server changes, follow the instructions from both sections one after other. 

CAUTION Scenarios not mentioned here has no impact to any functionality. 

Person making the changes need administrative rights on all systems in order to 

change application configuration files. 
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Client Server deployment 

If the IP address of the Connex server changes 

This scenario should be handled as summarized below. 

 Follow the instructions to perform the “EMR-side changes” before changing the server’s 

network interface. This needs to be communicated to administrator managing EMR at 

customer site. 

 Go to Connex server; change the network interface with new IP address; follow the 

instructions to perform “Connex server-side changes” and reboot the server. This will make 

all workstations to continue to operate in disconnected mode. 

 Go to each workstation; follow the instructions to perform “Each workstation-side changes”. 

Reboot the workstation. After reboot, it will be running in a connected mode to sever. 

EMR-side changes 

1. Update EMR's configuration which is used to connect to Corepoint connections. 

a. WA_ADT_IB on the Connex server to use the new IP address. This may be required to 

make in-bound data flow properly. 

b. WA_ORU_OB_CONFIRMED and WA_ORU_OB_UNCONFIRMED on the Connex 

server to use new IP addresses if required. These may be required to make out-bound 

data flow properly. 

Connex Server-side changes 

1. Use standard Microsoft Windows functions to change the network interface with new IP 

address settings as needed. 

2. Update the new Server IP Address (HL7 Engine IP Address) in Episodic Vitals Configuration 

through Admin Tools. Typically this will be the second interface on the server. This is used by 

both EGS and TDE for Episodic and Continuous vitals outbound. 

a. Launch the “Admin Tools Launcher”. 

b. Navigate to HL7 > Vitals Configuration screen. 

c. Change the “HL7 engine IP address” and Save changes. 

d.  See Figure F-1: Changing IP address of the HL7 engine for an example. 
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Figure F-1: Changing IP address of the HL7 engine 

 

 

Update the Server NRS Configuration 

1. Launch the “Admin Tools Launcher” and navigate to Stations > Network rendezvous 

services screen. 

2. Delete the existing host entry under group “Services to be resolved by DCP” by using Delete 

button. 

3. Add new host entry by entering new the IP Address of Server under Host textbox and click 

Add. This will add the ECS entry as seen below in Figure F-2: Server IP address changes in 

NRS configuration. 
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Figure F-2: Server IP address changes in NRS configuration 

 

4. Similarly, update ALL host entries for “Services will be resolved by DCP network 

rendezvous as shown in the example above. Include entries for: 

a. Ordinal 8 using port 281, for Episodic data. 

b. Ordinal 10 using port 283, for Service Monitor data. 

c. Ordinal 14 using port 7750, for Secure Episodic data. 

5. Click Save to save the changes. 

 

Update additional Server settings for ECS & EGS 

1. Update WACP IP Address in ECS service configuration file. 
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a. Use standard Windows explorer tool to navigate to the location:  

 

“C:\Program Files (x86)\Welch Allyn\Connex\ECS\<version>”. 

b. Open the file “WelchAllyn.Connex.EpisodicConnectivityService.exe.config” in any 

text editor. 

c. Search for the setting with a key “WACPTCPIPAddress” 

d. Update the setting value as highlighted in the example below with new server IP address 

and save the changes. 

 

<setting name="WACPTCPIPAddress" serializeAs="String"> 

   <value>192.168.78.20</value> 

 </setting> 

2. Update WACP IP Address in EGS service configuration file. 

a. Use standard Windows explorer tool to navigate to the location:  

 

“C:\Program Files (x86)\Welch Allyn\Connex\EGS\<version>”. 

b. Open the file “WelchAllyn.Connex.EnterpriseGateway.exe.config” in any text editor. 

c. Search for the IP address you want to change. If no search results are found, the file is 

using ‘localhost’ and no changes are necessary. 

d. Execute a find and replace for the old and new IP address values. 

3. Ensure Host address through Admin Tools 

a. Launch Admin Tools and navigate to Connections screen. 

b. Expand the configuration details for “Welch Allyn Connex Episodic Connectivity Service” 

by clicking the expander button. 

c. Ensure that the configuration value for the Host Address is either set to “localhost” or new 

IP address of the server as shown below in Figure F-3: Server IP address changes in 

Connections ECS settings. 

Figure F-3: Server IP address changes in Connections ECS settings 

 

4. Reboot the server. This will make all workstations to continue to operate in disconnected 

mode. 
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Each central station client-side changes 

Update the application configuration file WelchAllyn.Connex.DataSync.exe.config to use the new 

Server IP address to point to Remote Database. 

1. Use standard Windows explorer tool to navigate to the location: 

 

“C:\Program Files (x86)\Welch Allyn\Connex\Data Synchronization Service\1.0”. 

2. Open the file “WelchAllyn.Connex.DataSync.exe.config”, in any text editor. 

3. Search for the setting with a key “Sync:HubInstanceName”. 

4. Update the setting value as highlighted in the example below with new server IP address and 

save the changes. 

 

<add key="Sync:HubInstanceName" value="172.29.2.22\SQLSTANDARD"/> 

Update Central Station license service 

1. On the central station, navigate to Settings > Advance Settings (if needed) > Admin Tools 

> Connections screen. 

2. Expand the configuration details for “Welch Allyn Connex License Service” by clicking the 

expander button as shown in the screenshot below in Figure F-4: Central Station 

Connections License service change details. 

3. Change the configuration value for the Host Address with the new IP address of the server 

as highlighted in the screenshot below. 

4. Click Save to save the changes. 
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Figure F-4: Central Station Connections License service change details 

 

5. Reboot the workstation. After reboot, it will be connected to sever. 

6. Repeat steps 1 - 5 at each Central Station on the network, and the Warm Spare station if 

included. 

If IP Address of the Connex Workstation Changes 

1. Change the workstation’s network interface with new IP address. 

2. Reboot the Workstation system. After reboot it will re-register its new listening endpoint for 

AGS. Connex Server will automatically re-discover them. 

If IP Address of the EMR Server Changes 

Corepoint-side change on Connex Server: Update Corepoint connections WA_ORU_OB_ 

CONFIRMED and WA_ORU_OB_ UNCONFIRMED to point to new EMR server address. This is 

required for Episodic and Continuous vitals outbound messages to be successfully sent to EMR. 

1. On the Connex server, launch the “Configuration” of Corepoint Integration Engine from All 

Programs > Corepoint Health > Corepoint Integration Engine. Enter the login credentials. 

2. Find the connection “WA_ORU_OB_CONFIRMED” under Objects. 

3. Double-click on the connection and then its “TCP/IP Configuration” to open the connection 

details as shown in the screenshot below in Figure F-5: Server Corepoint ORU confirmed 

connection updates 

4. Change the “Server name/address” field with the new EMR server IP Address as 

highlighted below. 
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5. Click OK button. Close the connection details. 

Figure F-5: Server Corepoint ORU confirmed connection updates 

 

6. Similarly, find the connection “WA_ORU_OB_UNCONFIRMED” under Objects. Double-click 

on the connection and then its “TCP/IP Configuration” to open the connection details as 

shown in the screenshot below in Figure F-6: Server Corepoint ORU unconfirmed connection 

updates 

 

7. Change the “Server name/address” field with the new EMR server IP Address as 

highlighted below. 

8. Click OK button. Close the connection details. 
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Figure F-6: Server Corepoint ORU unconfirmed connection updates 

 

9. Navigate to and select the “Workspace Changes” tab. See Figure F-7: Server Corepoint 

Workspace changes to commit all updates for an example. 

10. Click the Commit All button to apply the changes of both connections. It will prompt with 

confirmation message. 

11. Click on the “Commit and Activate” button which will save the changes and restart the 

services to take effect immediately. 

Figure F-7: Server Corepoint Workspace changes to commit all updates 

 

If IP Address of the 3rd Party Alarm Server Changes 

Update the IHE ACM Configuration through Admin Tools to use the new IP address of 3rd Party 

Alarm Server. 

1. On the Connex server, launch the “Admin Tools Launcher”. 
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2. Navigate to Alarm Gateway > Input/Output screen. 

3. Delete the existing IP Address/Port entry by using Delete button. See Figure F-8: Server 

Alarm Gate Service change details for an example. 

4. Add new IP Address/Port entry by entering new the IP Address of 3rd Party Alarm Server in 

the textbox highlighted below and click Add. 

5. Click “Save” to save the changes. It will ask to restart the Alarm Gateway Service. 

6. Navigate to Connections screen and restart the Alarm Gateway Service. 
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Figure F-8: Server Alarm Gate Service change details 
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Standalone Deployment 

If IP address of standalone Central Station system changes 

Update the NRS Configuration 

1. On the central station, navigate to Settings > Advanced Settings (if required) > Stations > 

Network rendezvous services screen. See Figure F-9: Central Station NRS change details 

below for an example 

2. Delete the existing host entry under group “Services to be resolved by DCP” by using 

Delete button. 

3. Add new host entry by entering new the IP Address of Server under Host textbox and click 

Add. This will add the ECS entry as seen below. 

Figure F-9: Central Station NRS change details 

 

4. Similarly, update all host entries for “Services will be resolved by DCP network 

rendezvous” if defined. 

5. Click “Save” to save the changes. 

6. Navigate to Connections screen and restart “Welch Allyn Network Rendezvous Service”. 
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Update additional settings for ECS 

1. Update WACP IP Address in ECS service configuration file. 

a. Use standard Windows explorer tool to navigate to the location: 

 

“C:\Program Files (x86)\Welch Allyn\Connex\ECS\1.6”. 

b. Open file “WelchAllyn.Connex.EpisodicConnectivityService.exe.config” in any text 

editor; search for the setting with a key “WACPTCPIPAddress” 

c. Update the setting value as highlighted in the example below with new server IP 

address and save the changes. 

 

<setting name="WACPTCPIPAddress" serializeAs="String"> 

  <value>192.168.78.20</value> 

 </setting> 

2. Ensure Host address through Admin Tools 

a. Launch Admin Tools and navigate to Connections screen. 

b. Expand the configuration details for “Welch Allyn Connex Episodic Connectivity 

Service” by clicking the expander button. An example is shown below in Figure F-10: 

Server ECS Connections settings details for IP address changes. 

c. Ensure that the configuration value for the Host Address is either set to “localhost” or 

new IP address of the server as shown below. 

Figure F-10: Server ECS Connections settings details for IP address changes 

 

3. Reboot the system. 

If IP Address of the 3
rd

 Party Alarm Server Changes 

Update the IHE ACM Configuration through Admin Tools to use the new IP address of 3rd Party 

Alarm Server. 

1. On the Central Station, navigate to Settings > Advanced settings (if required) > Admin 

Tools tab > Alarm Gateway > Input/Output screen. 

2. In the “Output configuration” area, delete the existing IP Address/Port entry by using 

Delete button. 

3. Add the new IP Address/Port entry by entering new the IP Address of 3rd Party Alarm 

Server in the textbox highlighted below and click Add. 
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4. Click “Save” to save the changes. A message appears asking the user to also restart the 

Alarm Gateway Service. 

5. Navigate to Connections screen and Restart the Alarm Gateway Service. 

Figure F-11: Central Station Alarm Gateway output changes detail 
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Kiosk deployment 

If the IP address of the Server changes 

Changes to all configuration files are managed though the Connections Admin screen in the 

Admin Tools tab at Kiosk Server. 

1. Launch the “Admin Tools Launcher” from Kiosk. 

2. Navigate to the Connections screen. 

3. Expand the configuration details for “Welch Allyn Connex Episodic Connectivity Service” 

by clicking the expander button as shown in the screenshot below. 

4. Change the configuration value for the Host Address with the new IP address of the server 

as highlighted in the screenshot below in Figure F-12: Kiosk changes to ECS service details. 

5. Click “Save” to save the changes. 

6. Restart “Welch Allyn Connex Episodic Connectivity Service” using Restart button. 

Figure F-12: Kiosk changes to ECS service details 
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Connex Proview Installation 

If the IP address of the Service Changes 

If Connex Proview is installed on the machine other than Server, update the application 

configuration file to change all service endpoints pointing to the new Server IP address. 

1. Use standard Windows explorer tool to navigate to the location: 

“C:\Program Files (x86)\Welch Allyn\Connex\ProView\1.0”. 

2. Open file “ConnexProView.exe.config” in any text editor 

3. Search for the setting with a key “LicenseLocal”. 

4. Update the setting value as highlighted in the example below with new server IP address and 

save the changes. 

 

<endpoint name="LicenseLocal" 

address="net.tcp://172.29.2.22:7733/LicenseServices/Secure" ... /> 

 

5. Similarly, update the address of other endpoints with name “SessionLocal”, “DataLocal”, 

“AdminLocal” and “AboutLocal” within the same file. 

6. Save changes when complete. 
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G  Printer, Date & Time 
configuration 

Add a Customer Supplied Printer 
Note Any additions, deletions, or changes to be made to executables on this system 

requires appropriate use of the Solidifier system.  Please consult the Connex CS 

Central Station & Server Admin Guide for guidance. 

 

If print capability is desired from the Connex server, consult with the facility IT staff to identify the 

network printer and obtain a driver compatible with Windows 7 - 64 bit. Refer to the Connex CS 

Customer Project Req. Form, Section B for additional information. 

To install a printer on the central station: 

1. Ensure the printer is turned on and accessible on the network. 

2. Open a command line interface window and ping the printer by the IP address to confirm that 

it is reachable. 

3. Install the print driver provided by the facility. 

a. Use the Connex server internal CD/DVD ROM drive for optical media. 

b. Use one of the USB ports on the front panel for USB flash drive media. 

 

Install from an executable file (.exe) 

1. If the customer has provided CD/DVD media which will automatically run, follow the steps 

and prompts as provided. 

2. If the customer has provided media with an .exe file extension type, double click on the file to 

start the installer. Follow the steps and prompts as provided. 

 

Install from a setup info file (.inf) 

Use the Windows functions to Add a printer: 

1. Click Start > Control Panel > View devices and printers. 

2. Click on Add a printer. 

3. Select Add a network, wireless, or Bluetooth printer. 

4. Windows being a search for known printers. 

If the desired printer is found using search: 

1. Select Stop when the printer appears in the search window. 
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2. Click on the printer, and then select Next. 

3. Change the name of the printer as desired and select Next. 

4. For printer sharing, select an option and then select Next. 

5. Select Print a test page. and then select Finish. 

6. Confirm that a test print was printed by the printer. 

7. The printer appears in the Control Panel Printers and Faxes window. 

If the printer was not found using search: 

1. Click The printer that I want isn’t listed. 

2. Select the radio button next to Add a printer using a TCP/IP address or hostname, and 

then select Next. 

3. Leave Device type as Autodetect. 

4. Enter the IP address of the printer. 

5. Ignore the Port name, and select Next. 

6. Select the printer manufacturer and model from the menus. 

7. If the printer is not listed, select Have Disk, and browse to the location of the .INF driver file. 

Select OK when ready. 

8. Click on the printer, and then select Next. 

9. Change the name of the printer as desired and select Next. 

10. For printer sharing, select an option and then select Next. 

11. Select Print a test page. and then select Finish. 

12. Confirm that a test print was printed by the printer. 

13. The printer appears in the Control Panel Printers and Faxes window. 

14. If more than one printer is installed, choose a printer to set as the default. 

 

Change Date and Time 
It may become necessary to adjust the date and time to local settings. These are controlled using 

standard Windows controls. 

1. Click on the Date and Time on the task bar. 

2. Click on “Change date and time”. 

3. Use the calendar and clock functions to set the correct Date and Time as needed. 

4. Click OK when finished. 

5. Select “Change time zone...” to make changes if needed. 

6. Use the Time zone: drop-down menu to choose an available setting. 
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7. Check the box for “Automatically adjust for Daylight Saving Time” to enable for the local 

as needed. This is on by default. 

8. Select the Internet Time tab. 

a. Click on Change settings. 

b. Click on Synchronize with an Internet time server. 

c. Use the drop down list to select time.nist.gov. 

d. Click Update now and confirm that the time is updated within shortly. 

9. Click OK when finished. 

10. Click OK to apply all changes and close the Date and Time settings window. 
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H  Moving from Test to Production 
 

This process is intended to be used to re-purpose an existing hardware or software installation of 

Connex CS from a test environment to a production environment. The process is often referred to 

as a customer’s “go-live”. The end-goal of this process is: 

 Allow a customer to use the Connex CS system along with its other production systems (e.g. 

EMR/HIS). 

 Remove test data from the Connex CS system so that test data is not mixed with data 

collection from patients in a production environment. 

 Keep existing configuration and user accounts created. 

 Keep existing Corepoint Action Lists modification for the HL7 interface in place, and only 

need to change endpoints. 

 The outlined process can be used in either stand-alone or client server deployments. 

 

Assumptions 
 A Welch Allyn engineer (Integration or Field) is the person expected to perform this operation. 

 There is a basic knowledge of how to navigate and use the Windows OS, how to gain access 

to the OS from the Connex CS application at the central station. 

 None of the IP addresses for the connections between the Connex server or Connex CS 

central station PC’s are changing. 

 This process in not being run at night when a majority of automated system maintenance 

routines are being run. 

 No new Connex CS central stations are being added to the deployment during this migration. 

 

Preparation 
1. End all use of the system prior to beginning this process.  All devices must be disconnected 

from CS (i.e. stop all patient monitoring and sending of vitals records). 

2. Discharge all patients from all Central Stations. 

3. On one Connex CS Central Station, go into Settings > Advanced settings (if required) > 

Admin Tools and make notes of the Master Bed List, Covered Area assignments, and 

licensing states prior to beginning. 

4. If the customer is in a client-server deployment and has outbound ORU functionality, refer to 

the Connex CS Customer Project Req. Form, Section D, to get the proper IP information 

for the customer’s ORU HL7 interface. 

5. In a client-server deployment, use the Corepoint Administration Console to stop the 

Corepoint Integration Engine. This will prevent any unwanted test results from being 

published to the EMR/HIS through the HL7 interface and any new test patient data coming 

from the test HIS/EMR system being introduced into the production system. Refer to 

“Corepoint service” as needed for information on these tasks. 
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6. On the server, use the Windows Services tool to shut down Welch Allyn Connex CS services 

on the Connex server. Shut down services in the following order: 

 Process Monitor Service (if present) 

 Network Rendezvous Service 

 ADT Task Scheduler Service 

 Alarm Gateway Service 

 Episodic Connectivity Service 

 Enterprise Gateway service 

 License Service 

 Connex Client Services 

7. For each central station, including a stand-alone central station or Warm Spare station, 

use the Windows Services tool to shut down Welch Allyn Connex CS services on the central 

station PC. Shut down services in the following order: 

 Process Monitor Service (if present) 

 Data Synchronization Service 

 Trend Data Exporter Service 

 Network Rendezvous Service 

 ADT Task Scheduler Service 

 Alarm Gateway Service 

 Continuous Connectivity Services 

 License Service 

 Connex Client Services 

8. Copy the scripts required for this operation from DIR# 70025909. 

Create a database restore point 
Since this overall process or moving from test to production is intended to clear out test data, by 

definition, the data should not need to be recovered at a later point. However, the existing data 

can be backed up if necessary based on the customer’s expectations and customization of the 

environment: 

1. If the desire is to be able to restore test system data back exactly the way it was before the 

data is removed including patient, visits, ADT, tests, user accounts and configuration data:  

a. By default, the Connex Database Backup utility takes a database backup every nightly by 

default at approximately 12:00 am (midnight). This backup can be used to restore the 

data in the system. 

b. Manually run the Connex Database Backup utility through the Windows Task Scheduler 

to get a backup as of right now. 

2. If the desire is to only restore configuration and user account information: Use the 

Administration tools to export configuration and user account information to an XML file that 

can be used to restore this data later. Refer to “Backup Connex CS users and configuration” 

as needed for steps to complete this function. 
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Clearing test data from the WADB database 
Test data needs to be removed from the system acting as the server for deployment model. 

 For the client-server deployment, perform these steps on the Connex server. 

 For the stand-alone deployment, perform these steps on the central station PC. 

To remove test data: 

1. Open the SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS). 

2. From the Windows Desktop, click on Start > Programs or All Programs. 

3. Navigate to Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 > SQL Server Management Studio. 

4. After opening, the login screen appears on top of the SQL Server Management Studio 

(SSMS) application. 

Figure H-1: SSMS startup window example 

 

 

5. Click on Connect. The SSMS navigator tool appears. 

Note It may be required to select the correct Server name first, using the drop-down 

menu tool, to choose the proper SQL Server name 
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Figure H-2: Studio management navigation startup window 

 

6. The Object Explorer should be visible on the left side menu. 

a. If you cannot see the object explorer, shown on the left side of the screen, click on View 

> Object Explorer. 

7. Click on the Open File icon. 

Figure H-3: Open file icon on SSMS toolbar 

 

8. Navigate to and select the file ConnexCS_CustomerPurge.sql. After a few moments the 

script contents appear in the work window. 
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Figure H-4: CustomerPurge script contents in working window example 

 

9. Click on   or press the F5 key to run the script. After a few moments, the script 

output appears in a grid view table near the bottom of the working window. 

Note The amount of time it takes for the script to complete will vary slightly depending 

on how much test data is present in the database. 
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Figure H-5: Purge script output to screen example 

 

10. Confirm that the yellow status bar at the bottom of the working window displays “Query 

executed successfully”.  

11. Click on the Open File icon. 

Figure H-6: Open file icon on SSMS toolbar 

 

12. Navigate to and select the file ConnexCS_CustomerPurge_Verification.sql. After a few 

moments the script contents appear in the work window. 

13. Click on   or press the F5 key to run the script. After a few moments, the script 

output appears in a grid view table near the bottom of the working window. 
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Figure H-7: Purge verification script output to screen example 

 

14. Confirm that the yellow status bar at the bottom of the working window displays “Query 

executed successfully”.  

15. Confirm that all counts appear as zeros. 

16. Close the SSMS application. 

17. If necessary, make changes to the IP address on Ethernet port LAN2 on the Connex server, 

using Windows standard network configuration tools. 

18. Reboot the Connex server or central station PC to restart all services in the proper sequence. 

19. For a stand-alone deployment, go to Restart after synchronization is complete to continue. 

Configure HL7 connections, if required 

1. If the network has an HL7 ADT interface workflow, perform the following. Otherwise, skip this 

step.  

a. Work with the HL7 Interface developer at the customer to change (or setup) the endpoint 

in the customer’s ADT system to point to the endpoint that Corepoint is listening for ADT 

messages on. Refer to “Configure IP address and ports for EMR connections” for 

additional instructions as needed. 

b. Using the Corepoint Administration screen, confirm that the connection is up and active. 

2. If the network has a HL7 ORU outbound workflow, perform the following. Otherwise, skip this 

step. 
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a. Using Corepoint, modify the ORU outbound connection(s) to publish observation data to 

the endpoints identified in step 1 in the Preparation section. Refer to “Configure IP 

address and ports for EMR connections” for additional instructions as needed. 

b. Using the Corepoint Administration screen, confirm that the connection(s) is up and 

active. 

Confirm Connex server operation, client-server only 

These steps are only applicable for the client-server deployment. For a stand-alone deployment, 

go to Restart after synchronization is complete to continue. 

1. After the Connex server reboot is complete, login as with the Windows administrator account. 

2. Click on  to Open the Connex CS Admin Tools launcher from the desktop. 

3. In the Admin Tools, navigate to Settings > Connections. The Services window appears. 

Figure H-8: Connex server connections and services window example 

 

 

4. Confirm that all services are in a green state. Click on Restart button to restart a service if 

required. 

 

Synchronize central stations, client-server only 
1. At each central station, including and Warm Spare station, use the Windows Services tool 

to start all Welch Allyn Connex CS services on the central station PC. Start services in the 

following order: 
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 Connex Client Services 

 License Service 

 Continuous Connectivity Services 

 Alarm Gateway Service 

 ADT Task Scheduler Service 

 Network Rendezvous Service 

 Trend Data Exporter Service 

 Data Synchronization Service 

 Process Monitor Service (if present) 

2. Wait 30 minutes (minimum). This will give time for the database changes (deletes) to 

synchronize with all the central stations. 

Note The amount of time necessary for the synchronization to occur may vary 

depending on the amount of data to be synchronized and the number of central 

stations in the environment 

3. Verify that each central station has synchronized with the Connex server database. This can 

be verified by performing any of the following on each central station: 

a. Within the Connex CS Application, navigate to the Patient list > Search tab and perform 

a patient search. The resulting list should return zero (0) records. 

b. From the SSMS tool, open the file ConnexCS_CustomerPurge_Verification.sql, and 

click on  or press the F5 key to run the script. After a few moments, the script 

output appears in a grid view table near the bottom of the working window. 
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Figure H-9: Purge verification script output to screen example 

 

c. Using Windows explorer, navigate to C:\ProgramData\Welch Allyn\Welch Allyn 

Connex Data Synchronization Service 1.0 and check the sync logs on the central 

station for any errors. 
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Restart after synchronization is complete 
1. In a client-server deployment, restart the Connex Server. After the server restarts is 

complete, restart each central station or Warm Spare station. 

2. In a stand-alone deployment, just restart the central station. 

Note Restarting the provides the easiest way to restart all services in the proper order 

after all synchronization activity is complete. 

Finalizing the Environment 
Once the test data has been cleared and the Connex Server and or Connex CS central stations 

have been rebooted, there may be a few additional steps: 

1. On one of the Connex CS central station, go into the administration tools within the CS 

Application and confirm that the Master Bed List, Covered Areas and licensing are all setup 

appropriately. Compare the state of each with those captured in notes at the beginning of the 

preparation phase, and meets expectations. 

2. In a client-server deployment where there is an HL7 ADT interface configured with the 

customer’s HIS/EMR system, perform the following. Otherwise, skip this step. 

a. Have the customer start sending HL7 ADT messages from the HIS/EMR. 

b. Wait for 2-5 minutes and then go to one of the Connex CS central station and go to the 

Search screen to see that patients are showing up when a search is executed. If no 

patients are showing up, then work with the HL7 Interface programmer to resolve HL7 

interface problems as necessary. 

3. Turn on and start using the Welch Allyn devices. The devices should be able to do patient list 

and patient look up activities and the Connex CS central station(s) should start displaying 

tiles with data as patients are either monitored or episodic readings are taken on the patients. 

4. In a client-server deployment where the customer has an HL7 ORU outbound workflow, 

perform the following. Otherwise, skip this step. 

a. Work the with customer’s HL7 Interface Developer to confirm that any episodic data 

captured since step 3 of this section have been published to the customer’s HIS/EMR. 

b. If no episodic readings have been taken on a patient since step 3, work with the customer 

to get an episodic reading taken to verify that the readings are making it from the device 

to the Connex Server to the customer’s HIS/EMR. 

c. Work the with customer’s HL7 Interface Developer to confirm that any continuous data 

captured since step 3 of this section have been published to the customer’s HIS/EMR. 

d. If no patients have been continuously monitored since step 3, work with the customer to 

get start continuously monitoring a patient to verify that the continuous data is making it 

from the device to the Connex CS central station to the customer’s HIS/EMR. 
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Troubleshooting test to production issues 
If problems arise in the process of moving from a test to production environment, at least two 

things can be done: 

1. Perform the database restore operation as outlined in the “Connex database restore”, on the 

backup that was taken in the Create a database restore point section. 

2. Uninstall and re-install the database per the instruction in “Connex database re-installation”. 

Once this is done, the Admin Tool import function can be used to import the user accounts 

and configuration data that were exported in the Prep 
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I  Virtual Connex Server Field Installation 
Assumptions: 
All technical requirements have been met for the Virtual environment and the customer is in pos-
session of the USB drive containing the virtual machine files supplied by Welch Allyn.  The pro-
cedure assumes the use of VMware client (e.g. vSphere Client). 
 
Note:  A qualified IT professional that regularly manages a virtual environment will be required to 
execute the installation and configuration of the Connex Server virtual machine, with assistance 
from a Welch Allyn representative if necessary. 
 

Procedure: 
Follow the instructions below to copy virtual machine files to the VMware ESXi host and create 
the Connex CS Server virtual machine: 
 
Important: If prompted whether the virtual drive was “Copied” or “Moved”, always respond with 
“Moved”. 
 

1. Insert the USB Drive into the computer that will run the VMware client. 
2. Copy the compressed virtual machine files from the USB drive to the client’s local hard disk. 
3. Extract the compressed virtual machine files into a folder on the client’s local hard disk.  This will re-

quire 100GB of free disk space. 
4. Launch the VMware client application, accessing the desired VMware host. 
5. Identify the desired data store on the host and upload the extracted virtual machine file folder. 
6. Browse to the data store and folder using the client data store browser. 
7. Right Click on the .vmx file in the folder. 
8. Select “Add to Inventory”. This will launch a wizard to create the Connex CS Server virtual machine. 
9. Confirm the name of the virtual machine. 
10. Select the VMWare Host for the virtual machine. 
11. Click Finish to complete. 
12. The Connex Server Only virtual machine has now been created and is ready to run. 
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